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.... Dreaming Humanity's Path .... 

It Will Take a Spiritual Reawakening 
I'm in an outdoor, country setting where I give a spontaneous 

and impassioned speech concerning the state of the world. 
Feeling that "it will take a spiritual reawakening" 
to deflect us from our present course of destruction . 

Then I pause to consider my choice of the word 
"reawakening" instead of "awakening ." 

It makes sense 
-and I may say something about this in my speech

because we must reawaken to what we already know, deep inside . 
I go on to say that greed, pettiness 

(and a few things I've now forgotten) are outward signs of ignorance; 
that to respond to them in kind betrays 

The way of peace 
asks that we be 

patient when 
confronted with 

a lack of 
awareness. 
Impatience 

ultimately leads 
to war and is the 
opposite of love. 
My mother and 
step/ ather have 

been listening 
to this and they 
think it's much 

too naive. 
I'm not sutprised 

to learn this. 

Pnoto ©Sophie !l{pssetti 

an equal lack of undt;rstanding. 

I tell them that 
it takes courage 
to say these 
things, since 
people are used 
to complicated 
"truths." 
They're afraid of 
what they might 
lose if they 
awaken to their 
own spiritual 
know ledge. I 
add that I know 
what I'm talk 
ing about, since 
I struggle with 
it all the time. 
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In the small towns in which I've 
been fortunate to Jive most of my life, 
I've questioned individuals regard
ing my experience of loss of a true 
sense of community over this past 10 
• 15 years. In one instance, my 
acquaintance suggested: ''There is no 
community, except when there is a 
crisis.'' In another, simply and pathet
ically, "There is no community." 

In Cash'ng a Vvider Net (Co111111011 
Bo11ndary, Nov./Dec . '95), author 
Peter Hawes, while exploring the 
growing number of spiritual comm
unities in cyberspace, states: "While 
I was researching this story, nearly 
every person with whom l spoke 
talked of the breakdown of comm
unity .... ," and, "They all spoke of 
seeking a way lo gather with like
minded people ou tside the structure, 
dogma or con trol of organized 
government, business or religion .'' 

So, what, today, is community? 
Wh0re and how do we go about this 
g,fh'11g loge/lier?• 

A Ni:itive friend told me that she 
remembers, as a child, frequent get
togethers in her village . They would 
gather in the evenings and share, 
among other information, their 
dreams. In doing so, they did not 
attempt interpretation .... just listened 
to one another's dreams. Information 
that became an integral par t of their 
lives. To<lay, we might call this a 
dream group .... but the People came 
together in a genuine, informal 
cultural context.. .. a normal part of 
their lives. This was some 40 - 50 
years ago. She saw tlmt practice fade 
away as she moved into her young 
adult years. 

While Native peoples exhibit an 
innate understanding of the superb 
logic of symbolic language--a hemis
pheric 'bridge' many of us are in the 
process of rebuilding--it is neverthe
less this cus tom, this practice, Dream 
Network aspires to encourage in our 
culture: that of bringing dreams into 
our lives, our families, our commun
ity .... as a common, natural (albeit 
exceptional) part of our culture. We 
aspire to demystify dreamsharing 

and to stimulate a recognition that 
dreams provide us, individually and 
collectively, with valuable, useable 
and exquisite information. 

The artides in this issue, focused 
on Dreams and Co111m11nity1 are a re
vealing and heartening response to 
these quesHons and aspirations. They 
serve to reveal open doors, ava ilable 
to everyone, to new and deeper 
experiences of coming together to 
seek truth and explore .... the mystery. 
This p11blica/io11 is a community! 
Here, we gather for the gift of 
sharing the myriad ways in which 
dreams are facilitating community .... 
from Susan Watkins' experience of 
Dreaming i11 D1111dee, NY (p. 13), to 
the Bay Area Dreamworkers Group 
unique and committed community 
(p. 17), the Waterfront Dreamsharing 
Co1111111111ity in Sausalito , CA. (p.34), 
the Dream Co111111u11ity I11-Exte11sio11 (a 
'dream group' via correspondence, 
p. 25), Dreaming Online with Richan! 
Wilkerson (p. 30) and Jeremy Taylor 
(p. 35), to Suzanne Nadon's soulful 
sharing, The Spirit of Co111m1//lily is 
Alive in Dream Groups (p. 23). Add to 
this feast the recognition that these 
expressions are but a small sampling 
of what is happening 'out there ' and 
we begin to glimpse the shape of the 
future. 

Over the past several years, the 
answer lo my question/need has 
evolved for me, personally, as welt, 
because you have become a big part 
of my community. Heartf elt thanks lo 
ead1 of you. Come, Unity! ix 

6 Dream Network/Vol. 15 No. 1,. The etJ1mologiJ of commwzity is 
com, together , mw111us, gift. 

II 
Q We're So Very Grateful! Q 

• It is a great honor to publish letters 
from Dr. Robert Muller, former UN 
Assistant Secretary General and present 
Chancellor for the University for Peace 
Studies in Costa Rica and Dr. William R. 
Stimson 1 the man who initiated this 
publication in 1982 .... among so many 
others in our Responses column (p. 7). 
• Many thanks to those of you who 
renewed and gave gift subscriptions, esp. 
Steve Carter, Allen Flagg, Curt Hoff
man, Caroline Kandler, Will Phillips, 
Alice Rapaport, Frances Ring, Bill 
Stimson, Gudran Weber, Lisa Roma 
Wacholder and Jack Zimmerman. 
Your gifting helps manifest each issue. 
• A special welcome to Barbara Shor and 
Phil Schuman, who join our Council of 
Adyisors. Both have given and offer 
unique expe rtise and insights; to 
Suzanne Nadon, a deeply committed 
dreamer, author, dreamworker and our 
(relatively new) book & audio/visual 
Review Editor and to W. Mitchell Darnell, 
our new and enthusiastic Promotions/ 
Advertising Representative . 
• WOW! We are gifted, with the addition 
of Bay Area Dreamworkers Group (San 
Francisco, CA), Allen Flagg (New York, 
NY) Charles de Beer (Um temtweni, 
South Africa), Joseph Natuzzi / Riviera 
Dream Center (Nice, France), Novato 
Center for Dreams(Novalo, CA), Michael 
Schredl, responding to d reamers in 
Germany , Austria & Switzerland .... to 
our Regional Net workers' listing on page 
46. Welcome, one and all! 
• Thanks so much to each of you who 
took the time to complete and return the 
reader survey, published in V14 #s1&2. 
Though the number of questionnaires 
returned was small-in itself a mean
ingful message-the information im
parted provides a rich source of ideas 
and suggestions. I greatly value each 
and every opinion and perspective 
shared. Overall, your input affirms that 
we are on the right path. Deep appre
ciation, as well, to Phil Schuman, 
who transcribed all comments and 
tabulated responses. His professional 
expertise has helped to reveal valuable 
perspectives and information that 
would otherwise have been impossible 
lo glean, on the surface. 

As do our dreams! 
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Dreams of Peace 
Will Come True 

Dear Friends of the Dream Network 

I think I have written to you 
before about my belief in dreams, 
because 1 have seen so ma ny of my 
own become true . I have as well, 
seen dream s of friends of mine 
come true .... the bigge st dreamer 
having been my compat:tiot Robert 
Schuman from Alsace-Lorraine, 
who dreamt as a boy that it would 
be possible to abolish some day all 
of the border s of Europe. Though 
h is dream came true, he did not live 
to see it. But 1 wen t to report jt to 
him at h is tomb , When I crossed for 
the first time the border between 
France and Germany, l saw from 
my window that which had created 
so the misery in my family's life, 
On 22 October of last year during 
my last visit, ther e were no longer 
any borders between five European 
countries! 

Below, a card from my compan
ion, Barbara Gaughen of Santa Bar
bara. She is a great dreamer , too! 
On it she repor ts the inauguration 
of The Dl'eam Is Peace peace benche s 
at the retreat and conference center 
in Santa Barbara, CA. 

The Dream is Peace 

D,dt,odon •I P,oc, e,nc~ .. 
A"l\1116, 199.S 

There are a growing number of 
peace benches where tourists to the 
University for Peace (anothe r 
dream of mine come true) like to sit 
and formulate their dreams or re
vive the early dreams of their child
hood. There should be more dream 
/ peace benches all around the 
world, especia lly in the gardens of 
heads of state. 

[ enclose also my Dream 2000 
which is making its way around the 
wor ld. A lady visitor of the Elder
hoste l group told me a couple of 
days ago that she will make it into 
her Christmas card, as we move 
toward the year2000 

My Dream 2000 

I dream 
That in January 2000 

The whole world wi /1 stand stil I 
in prayer, awe and gratitude 

Fol' our beautiful, hem>en/y Earth 
And for the miracle of Im man life. 

I dream 
That young and old, rich and poor, 

Black and white, 
People from No1·th and South 

From East and West 
Fmm all beliefs and cultures 

Will joil/ /heir hands, minds and hearts 
In an unprecedented, universal 

Bi millennium Celebration of Life. 

l dream 
That the year 2000 
Will be declared 

World Year of Thanksgiving 
by the United Nations. 

· 1 dream 
That dul'ing the year 2000 

/111111111erablc celebrations and events 
Wi 11 take place all over the globe 

To gauge the long road covered by 
humanity 

To stitdy our mistakes 
And to plan the feats 

Still to be accomplished 
For the full flowering of the human 

race 
In peace, justice and happiness. 

l dr eam 
That the few remaining years 

To the Bfmillentiium 

Be devoted by all humans, nations and 
institutions 

To unparalleled thinking, action, 
Inspiration, elevation, 

Determination and love 
To solve our remaining problems 

And to achieve 
A peaceful, united human family on 

Earth. 

f dream 
That the third millennium 

Will be declared 
And made 

Humanity's First 
Millennium of Peace. 
Robert Muller, Former United 

Nations Assistant Secretary -General 
and Chancellor of the first Univet-sity 
for Peace in demilitarized Costa Rica. 

Waves of Angels 

A note about this dream of the 
waves. This number three I have 
been working on in my dreams 
now for almost a year. And th e 
three benevolent bejngs, or ange ls, 
in this dream .... these I am acqua in
ted with in my own way. I know 
DN readers are familiar w ith Peter 
Rogers and h is book A Painter's 
Qy§t because I've seen some of his 
artwork in pas t issues of the jour
nal. I think his work is connected 
with this dream, or vision. I feel the 
dream has to do not with an Alvin 
Toffler Third Wave sociological 
sort of phenomenon but with an 
inner process of enlightenment that 
I sense the dreamer is poised some
where near the periphery of. Ifs/ 
he misses this important (religious) 
happening of inner transformat ion 
by devoting him or herself overly 
much to the other (merely evangel
ical) thing of spreading the word or 
trying to effect some change in the 
world, it would be a sad affair 
truly , Because anything the dream
er may think s/he has to contribute 
lo humanity is as nothing com
pared to whats/he will discovers / 
he is and can give onces/ he has 
found a way to let those three 
ange ls bestow their gifts. I would 
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urge the dreamer to take a little time 
on the side to meditate - to make a 
cathedral of minutes every day, to 
make a sacred vessel of his or her 
body and mind for only a few min
utes every single day for that al
chemy that is his or her trnest destiny. 

The secret of meditation is that it 
gives us a chance to stop doing and 
to listen. Listening is also the secret 
of dreamwork . 1 think Montagu e 
Ullman taught us this more than 
anyone else. In a sense, listening is 
more important even than doing. If 
we would only listen, maybe we 
might at least hear the world 
screaming at us what it doesn't want 
us lo do to Jt. And maybe if we leaw 
how to listen even bet ter we might 
learn to hear it whispering what it 
does want. This preoccupation with 
doing so much before we've stopp
ed to listen to the sweet whispers of 
the tender mercies .... this is maybe 
what brings those Angels to make 
tidal waves in these visions and in 
our world. They've got to wreak 
such havoc just to get the simplest 
truths through to us! That's how 
thick we are, deaf and dumb to real
ity and to the sacred beauty of our 
own being. 

Sometimes when we busy our
selves too much doing the things we 
think need to be done, we don't 
leave enough room, space, in our 
Hves, our consciousnesses, our 
world, for those three angels to act . 
A mere movement of one of their 
little fingers can do more than tens 
of millions of striving lives like ours , 

Why should we strive then? Why 
should we do anything? Because it is 
by virtue of the way we live our 
lives trying to do the right thing, it is 
by the depth and sincerity of our 
ardor and our desire to serve what is 
most true, to honor and obey - not 
any whim or fantasy or vision that 
may skit across the surface of our 
minds - but the very deepest , the 
truest dream of them all that we can 
make a genuine contribution . If we 
can live by that one and serve it even 
beyond our capacity to do so .... 
somehow, then, it is in this way that 
we might just possibly move one of 
those angels so by our pitiful effort, 
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against aJI odds, to live true that she 
rnay inadvertently move a little 
finger, or shed a small tear, or break 
a smile on her countenance of sweet 
compassion that will have more of 
an effect upon the rain forest, or the 
ecology, or the goings on of man and 
his affairs, or the bringing of people 
to honor and enact their own 
deepest dreams, than tens of 
millions of lives like yours or mine 
could ever otherwise possibly 
produce of their own accord alone. 

Irrespective of my interpretation 
or yours, though, of right and wrong 
in the way we see things, [ think 
there is a deeper issue here ... , and it 
is that it is very important for our 
diverse and sundry voices to add
ress an important dream or vision 
such as this one of the waves of 
angels. In the distant Paleolithic 
past, men and women and children 
would gather under the stars ln the 
evening hours around a campfire to 
share and mingle the deepest stir
rings of their souls. Com munity has 
need of such roots today as it did 
then . lb such an extent, dreamwork 
today has been turned into a mar
ketable commodity . That is what our 
kind of market system does with 
everything from women's breasts to 
God .... it turns everything it touches 
into a business, into a way of mak
ing or spending money. When 
dreamwork becomes a profession 
and nothing more, something is lost. 
When dreams become an object of 
study and nothing more, something 
is lost . When dreamwork becomes a 
method of therapy, and nothing 
more, something is lost. To bring the 
dream back to where it belongs, back 
to the center, back into our 
community with one anothe1: ... this 
is sn important. Like giving a pl.mt 
back its roots , 

We don ' i have the campfire any
more. We're scattered all over the 
face of tht.' Earth , But we do still 
have the ctream. We can gather 
around ii. The tlream can becoml' 
our campfire . I want to thank 
H. Roberta Ossana and all who 
contri-but e to this journal for making 
this possible. 

W{//inm R. Stimson, P/1.D., NY NY 

(Editor's note) This impnssio11cd lefter 
is submitted by the founder/initiator in 
January 19821 of tile Dream Network 
Bulletin-cum-Journal. Dr. Stimson, 
deepest gratitude for bei11g here and 
sharing yourSelj. <.7 

The Day Without a Tree ..... 
At this time of year my Celtic 

blood inclines me to celebrate the 
old holy days, particularly today , 
the most important day of all, the 
day of the secret of the unhewn 
stone, It's the one day in the year not 
ruled by an earthly tree. It's the one 
day when the su n, moon, and earth 
are in exact alignment with the 
gravitational center of the galaxy 
( exact every 19 years, last in 1992). 
It's the day for maximum "recep
tion" of the new seed from 
"the Other." 

So, I couldn't let this most 
important day pass without saying 
that J hope the unhewn sto ne con
tinues to bless you with the wonders 
of new things in the year to come. 

The journal came yesterday. My 
thanks to you £or the fine piece of 
work you are doing. It seems to me 
it's love that carries this journal and 
that's hard to find these days! 

Russell Lockhart, Lnke Stevens, WA 



My Life in the Dreamtime 

When I was a child and later 
as a young adult, I was fascinated 
by the amazing dreams that came 
to me every night . J had a sim ilar 
fas-cination with nature and as J 
grew in body and awareness, J saw 
para-llels in my dream life and in 
the hidden realm s of the nature 
spirit s. Eventua lly, I realized that 
the ob-vious world of matter was 
just a part of a greater, more sub tle 
universe , a universe st ranger and 
more wonderful than r had ever 
imagined. 
. . _Fr?m !hose early years, through 
m1t1at1on into some of life's mys
teries and into the present, dreams 
~ave carried powerful messages of 
JOY and wisdom to my waking 
world. They have encouraged and 
chastised me, taught and confused 
me, frightened me at times and 
g iven me the courage and strength 
I needed to face the challenge of 
pursujng a life of physical and 
spi ritual satisfac tion in a wo rld that 
can be demoralizing and painful. 
Throughout my life, l have been 
drawn to the myriad of ways that 
consciousness can be experienced. I 
utilize various philosophies, relig 
ious tenets and altered states to 
expand my experience of life and 
assist my growth. Just as a forest 
creature, moving through the 
treetops might utilize whatever 
branches and vines that could fur
ther its ow n progress, I try not to 
hold on too tightly to any one way 
of being .... preferring rather to use 
the lessons learned from each as 
tools in the ongoing process of 
becoming. 

which I speak is the eternal and 
infinite source of consciousness 
from which dreams come to us 
speaking a language of images that 
we can relate to, being couched in 
terms of time and space. Almost all 
of our consoious experience (in
cluding dreams) is fathomable to 
us only when we have some 
sensation of cause, effect and/or 
duration, which is time .. ,. and 
some sensa tion of relationship 
and/or separation of self and 
othe,~ which is space. 

The Dreamtime is accessed or 
perceived in many ways other than 
by sleeping and during sleep. All 
ways have validity and can be 
teachings. Each of us has innate 
skjlls or aptitudes for ways of 
doing things and I believe that if a 
person has enough desire, will and 
~aith .... no way is barred. My favor 
ite avenue of exploration during 
s leep is lucid dreaming, without 
any initial loss of awareness whHe 
my body falls asleep. Lucid dream
ing in this context may be a mis 
nomer, as wllat is accessed is not so 
much lucidity as the space between 
dreams, the "p lace" inclu sive of all 
dreams from which dreams origin
ate: the Dreamtime. 

Every night we have at our 
disposal the time and uncanny 
abilities to explore the mysteries of 
ourselves as microcosms of the 
universe. The gift of dream s and 
self awareness show us that the 
universe is as generous, benevolent 
and patient as we ourselves care to 
be. Let us use the opportunity of 
dreams and the Dreamtime to 
grow in understanding and love of 
all _life .... and let us use this opport
unity of comm unication to share 

Wishes ON Good Fortune 
Thank you very much for your 

informative letter. 1 appreciated 
having the full volume set ofDNJ 
~or 199~. It does, indeed, look very 
mterestmg and professional, while 
retaining a human connection. It's so 
important for people like yourself to 
be carrying on the work in dreams. 
Many thanks. 

I wish you great good fortune 
with your dream projects and best 
wishes. 

Patrida Garfield, San Francisco, CA 

Interest in Dreams 
is getting 'out there'! 

Congratulations on the Dream 
Network's expansion, public partici
pation and visibility! 

With regard to getting dreaming 
and dreamwork "out there," I was 
recently asked for an unsolicited 
intervi ew.... the reporter overheard 
my discussing dreams in a picture
framing shop. This took place in 
Coronado, Southern California, near 
San Diego. This is a very provincial, 
conventional military/ retirement 
town . "Yes!" the interviewer told 
me! There 1§ a lot of emerging inter
est in dreams. So she wanted to run 
an article in the local paper on "the 
kind of work I do ." She did a fair 
rendering, given I was not able to 
proof the copy before it went to 
press. So, one sen tence was "out of 
context" and doesn't make sense as 
such .... but the point is, dreams are 
getting a lot of attention "out there!" 

Congratulations again to you 
and all Dl'enm Networki.'Tsl Keep on 
dreaming. 

With warmest Aloha .... 
Frances Ring, Wainl1'a, HI 

(Note) Article referred to appeared in Ille 
Cnronndo Engle, September 20-26, '95. 

these thing s, that none may be Thanks Us for Another 
without. 

Thanks for anot her great issue Wonderful Issue 
of Dream Network /oumal. I regular- I just finished reading Dream 
ly recommend it to anyone Network Vol. 14 No. 4. I wanted to 
interest-ed In exploring and say thank you for another wonder-
learning more about dreams. ful issue. I especially appreciated 

the three articles by Lockhart, 

. I ha~e attempted to map my 
1ourney m order to gain a better 
sense of who and w hat I am as an 
individua l, a member of hum,rn 
socie ty and as one fact of the matrix 
of life. When visualized, this map 
shows me that the Dreamtime is 
central to my experience of con 
scious ness. It is central in the sense 
that it is a ll inclusive , preexisting 
time and space. The Dream time of fa11 fanzen, Tofino, B.C. c.anada Lauck, and Ullman. All three of -------------~----_;_ __ _;.~~~~~~:.b~~~~~:=~~~:~More,. 
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them bring ou t tJ1e aspec ts of spirit 
uality and community invo lved in 
dream sharing. Plus the soulfuln es!>, 
healing and wholeness . 

I also loved Barbara Shor's 
'Invisib le Frequencies' imagery. I 
rea lly liked the inclusiveness of it: 
both sexes, children, families of all 
kinds .... especially the elevator 
woman . The ' lowliest ' is under 
stood as being an indispensable 
part .... and the fact that the decision 
to join remains a matter of free will, 
with no force involved. 

Deep Dream s, fay E. Vi11to11 
Natn 'I Institute of Health, WA D.C. 

Harriet Found Us! 

I discovered a copy of Volume 
13 No. 4 buried in the back of a 
magazine rack in a book s tore. I 
read it from cover to cover and 
can't wait for more! Thank yo u! 

Harn·et Berman, Mo11terey
1 
CA 

Consider All Points of View 

In a recent issue of ON / Res
ponses , Will Phillips stated cer tain 
concerns about a precognitiv e 
dream clearinghouse: "Only when 
there are no pressing issues to be 
resolved in our own lives are our 
dreams likely to address concerns 
about people or events outside of 
ou r sphere of influen ce. My con
cern is that it can too easily 
encourage people to look outs ide 
themse lves for meaning in their 
dreams. " 

In contra st, Marcia Lauck 
suggests, "When we are opened to 
circles of dreaming expa nd ed be
yond personal spheres, we become 
aware of our participation in the 
collect ive dream . Toge ther we ex
plore the course of our evo lution as 
a species and as a planet." 

Why not be eclectic and selec t 
or choose from both points of view? 
Carefu lly, of course. It remind s me 
of family holida y dinne rs, where 
my Mom always said, "We have 
min cemeat pie and pumpkin pie; 
what would you like?" Dad~ 
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answered," I like them each, l' II 
take them bot h." 

fa11ice Baylis, Seal Beach, CA 

all, there was a sense that we'd 
been participating in a much larger 
event That a powerful and timely 
conversation that was out there, up 
there, just waiting for us to open to 
it, had filled us with its energy and 
moved us to a broader and higher 
perspective. 

Dreaming Humanity 's Path .... 
"ExfJ,uisite!" 

I wanted to share how ~ 
~ I've found "Dreaming 
Humanity' s Path," and I think 
Russe ll Arthur Lockhart, in the 
recent issue (Vol. 14 No. 4), sums 
up its significance beautifully. One 
of the wonders of dreams is that 
they speak such a pure and elegant 
language of the heart , so a "dream 
wants a dream " that will meet it on 
its own terms. This is not to say that 
good dream work, which enhances 
the meaningfu lness of dreams, de
prives them of their integrity . But 
somet imes the imag e need s a 
chance to touch and inspire the so ul 
directly . 

Deborah Hillman, Woodside, NY 

DNJ: A Community 
Sharing Its Dreams 

with the World 

D N]'s "Dreaming Humanit y's 
Pilth: Beyond the Veil" issue [Vol. 
14, No. 4) is incredibly powerful. 
The shared visions are so moving 
and inspiring. I feel ve ry humble to 
be in such company. 

J realize now that I've been coll
ect ing these visions for years from 
the people who have participated in 
my various Shared Dreaming and 
Earth Alliance workshops. My 
purpose in leading these works
hops has bee n to give people a taste 
of what it feels like when a group 
shares the same dream , the same 
vision-the as tonishing awareness 
and transformation that becomes 
possible when, together; we tune to 
a lligher focus. 

And given the quality of those 
individual and group vis ions, that's 
exactly what we came away with. 
There WM, the razzamata zz of 
psychic hits, of course. But above 

The indlviduaJ visions of the 
participants had the power and feel 
of the "BIG dreams " you have re
printed anonymously in DNJ. I've 
had eno ugh of them myself over 
the years to know them on sight. 
You can not mista ke them for 
a_n1thing else. And I knew the par
hc1pants would carry this energy 
out into their lives and work and 
interchanges with any number of 
people with w hom they came in 
contact And that these unknown 
recipien ts would continu e to ex
pand the energy even farther . A 
group vision tossed into a s till 
pond, creating interpenetrating 
circles, and carrying them to new 
and unseen shores. 

On the dreaming leve l, we are all 
connect ed. But in our comi ng to
gether in groups, in print, online, to 
share our deepest and highest 
visions we are doing some thing 
new and spectacular. We are mak 
ing our visions conscious and tan
gible. Together; awake and aware, 
we can grab onto the kitetail s of the 
most promising of these alternate 
realities, fill them wit h light and 
loving ene rgy, and help shape them 
into a new reality for Earth . 

Thank God for DNJ. You have 
~reated a comm unity that is sharing 
its dreams not only with each other; 
but with the world . DNJ gives us a 
satellite hook-up, a dream Web site, 
that carries the energy farther and 
faster than any one of us, or any 
small group of us, could do alone. 

I was deeply moved by Marcia 
Lauck's article, "Drea m time & 
Natu ral Phenomena. " I on ly wish 
she'd shared her own dreams and 
visions ins tead of quoting those of 
ot hers. 

And 1 am madly in love with 
Russell Lockhart. l find it so re-



markable and heart-warming to 
know that there is at least one male 
human being out there-besides 
Thomas Berry and Brian Swimme
who thinks in this fashion. There 
must surely be more. It gives me 
such joy and hope for us all. 

In his piece, "Whispers and 
Murmurs: Perspectives 011 Dreaming 
Humanity's Path," Russell Lockhart 
has given me a whole new per
spective about leaving dreams 
alone-simply sharing their oracu
lar voices with others. He's made 
me realize that I'd begun to do this 
ins tinctively over the past few I 
years, but T hadn't been consciously I 
aware of it until he pointed it out. T 
am very grateful to him, and I'll 

and more ancient than our own to 
brains much larger than our ow

1

n, to 
ski lls at kything and sonar reading 
of each other and the environment 
that far exceed human capacities
whi le listening to people dismissing 
them as "animals." The Cetacean 
Peoples are the only representatives 
of horizon tal life forms on this 
planet 

Catnapping 
The most recent DNJ was an-

other joyful experience. Thanks! 
Last night, I finished the issue with 
howls of laughter over Kathy 
Brown 's Honor Thy Furniture. Being 
an expert at taking myself and my 
dreamwork too serious ly, r was 
tickled to wake up this morning 
with a sofa dream: 

pass along his suggestions and 
perspect ive. 

The two of them have added to 
my increasing sense that more and 
more of us are learning to hear the 
voices of All the life forms on our 
planet-and beyond. Our task is 
even bigger than envisioning hu
manity's path. It's about owni ng 
w ho we truly are, in all our beauty 
and largeness. It's about owning 
our responsibility to all life. About 
learning to see through God's eyes. 

As Marcia Lauck said, "All life 
participates in this great dream , and 
if we learn to open our dream eyes 
beyond the sphere of our personal 
dilemmas, we will remember that 
universal pattern-language that 
allows us to converse with all forms 
and manner of creation." 

It isn't just humans dreaming 
together in this community o( life. 
We have to realize th.is consciously, 
and open ourse lves to inter-specie s 
dreams, and dreams from entirely 
other realms of life. That is our true 
Earth community - the one our hu
man culture barely notices much 
less honors. 

Last summer I went to swim 
with wild dolphin s and to encour
age people on board our boat to try 
dreaming with them as weJJ. I 
found it very hard to be out there
tr~ing to open myself to dolphin 
beingness, to a wisdom far deeper 

. People are st ill eating whales, 
whose songs ensure the subtle 
integrity of this planet. But then, in 
vario us ways, people are stJII eating 
each other too. And yet, the BIG 
dreams say we' re evolving and at 
great speed. And I believe them. 

What a service DNJ is doing for 
the world! This is really important 
work . Know that however iffy ii 
may get from time to time on the 
publishing front, the universe is 
supporting wha t you're doing. 
Expect miracles. 

DNJ, a fine journal.... 

D reaming Hzmu:mity's Path/ 
Dreams of Guidance for Huma11ih/ 
(Vol. 14 No. 3) is a beautiful issue 
~nd DNJ !s a fine journal, every 
issue. I will send sever a I issues on 
to others in my netwo rk and 
hopefully some w ill subscribe who 
haven't already. You all do really 
fine work for the dream 
communi ty. 

Joy Gates, NY, NY 

Proud of Sustained Efforts 

I have enjoyed the last two 
journal s. My, but you have grown 
and matured in the few years since 
1,first saw your efforts in print! And 
I m absolute ly sure this is a mirror 
of what is happening w ithin you. 
As one woman to another, I am 
proud of your sustained efforts and 
commitme nt to your part of the 
"Vision." 

A11jalice Riga11, Vista, CA 

A11 ex-con is waiti11g for LIS under 
a bridge. He is going to hide our tools 
for us i11 a big cement box and thraw it 
i11 the wa~er. He hisses: "Bri11gonly 
one flashlight!" Instead of bringing our 
tools, we bring a sofa which I think 
he'll never be able to fit in the box, but 
he does. Somehow I know he gets 
caught for doing this but nobody takes 
it very seriously. Years later, I see an 
ad for l1is business which sells remedies 
which are legal, illegal, some work, 
some are hoaxes. This ad mentions 
proudly that he is an ex-con. 

Yesterday, I began working on 
an article for DNJ abou t some 
recent cat dreams, the cat being a 
resident of myself over whom I 
have no control. Well, I explored 
how I've wanted to kill the cat how 
I've been stalked by the cat, h~w 
the cat has been held underwater 
for months, how the cat s inks its 
claws in my back and won't let go, 
how the cat is about to exp lode, 
how the cat gives birth to an eight 
Inch girl, how the cat is sick and 
enters my cage .... how the cat is the 
dream! Finally, r got to this dream: 

There is a cat who loves to leap, 
free and wild, in the air chl1si11g 
lemons. Its name is Sourpuss. 

I tossed the papers in the air, 
dove downstairs and recovered the 
sofa. 

It's a true love affair when 
dreams can free me from the self
inflicted chains of dreamwork. 

Catnap (Catherine Knapp) 
New Woodstock, NY 
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Interuiewd 6y !fl 9(p6erta Ossana 

Dreaming in Dundee, New York 
with Susan M. Watkins 

DUN 
SPEED L 

Loohng din11n Main Street ... its Vuntfee:TamifyCra.zy!l(pce Vays, 

(Editorial Preface) This publication aspires to encourage, 
educate and validate the experiences of every dreamer, so it is 
fitting to introduce this special issue of Dream Network with 
this interview. 

Susan M. Watkins conducted one of the most unique and 
unusual projects in contemporary times/co111111u11ities related 
to dreams and dream sharing, beginning in 1979. She was, at 
the time, the editor of the Dundee Obscn•e1: .. and i11 that post, 
elected to place a notice in the paper asking i11divid11als in the 
community to send in ll'Yitte11 accounts of their dreams. She 
wanted to see if the 'w1officia/'/rfow11w1der news coming 
through in dreams did, 111 fact, influence the 'official' 11ews .... 
as recommended by Jane Roberts in the following quote. 

T/1e impulses and circumstances leading up to and 
Jo/lawing her project are beautifully accounted in her book, 
Dreaming Mysel£ Dreaming a Town, which teac/1cs us that 

everyone-from bank CEOs and politicia11s to farmers-have 
a healthy curiosity and are paying attention to the messages in 
their dreams. It seems we are a majorihJ! 

"The answer ... {is} to stack unofficial 
experience against official experience, 

to acquire our own body of evidence by 
paying direct attention to what actually 

happens in our live s, as opposed to interpre
ting those events as we've been taught. 

The answer {is} to begin trusting ourselves 
and our impulses now- and starting out with 

some sense of adventure, not looking over 
our sho ulders at the official world" 

-- Jane Roberts 
The God of Jane: A Psychic Manifesto 
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ONJ: What initially stimulated your interest in your own dreams and dreams in general? 
Susan Watkins : [' ve been interested in my own dreams and dreams in general for most of my life. As a child, 

I had vivid, recurring, sometimes terrifying and often precognitive dreams that seemed to sp ill over into my waking 
life in the form of coincidences and "odd" events. Even then, I noticed connections between my dreams and tidbit s 
in newspapers the next day and othe r interesting pieces of personal fortune-telling. Then there was" the committee," 
a recw-ring dream that l still have occasionally. 

Init.... 
.... I'm sitting around a 

table with a bunch of 
ordinary-looking people 

discussing dreams I've had 
and will have 

and what it all means .... 
and so on. My consciousness was 
fuUy engaged during much of my 

dreaming life and I knew 
instinctively that this was as real a 
part of who [ was as the rest of my 

experience, albeit with somewhat 
more mysterious rules. (Not much 

more, though.) 
What it was all for didn ' t 

occupy much of my waking 
thoughts. It was all just ffu,>rc. 

Fortunat ely, I grew up with 
parents who eschewed religion and encouraged 
curiosity. No forbidden thoughts, in other words. 

So there was a relaxed, fertile ground in my 
childhood that l suppo se is pretty rare. Also, as 
children, my friend s and I often talk ed abou t our 
dreams and dream -like experiences. We all had quit e 
an astonishing variety of them. None of us seemed 
confused or consistently frightened by them. Most of 
ui-were far mot-e f1ightened by ''real" events going on 
in our respective househo lds and it was plain to me 
and the others that our dreams were often ''abo ut '' 
those events - from the inside, as it were - and with 
applicable wisdom. One of my friends sa id that Jesus 
would appear in her room and talk with her in the 
hours before dawn. He'd help her predic t how her 
bad -tempered father was going to act that day so st:ie 
could avoid confronta tions.! believed her then and 1 
believe her now. Believed that she received help, that 
is, from someone. Heck, maybe it was even Jesus. 
Anyway, the predictions were always correct. 

We aU had ''vis ions" of one form or another and I 
had many quite conscious dream discussions with my 
dead grandmother and with an older woman who 
taught me how to blink my dream-eye s and wake up 
if l was scar ed. Even then , l suspected that this he! p
ful person might be myself, in some other form. 

l don't know where people get the idea that you 
have to "learn" how to dream, or that you need to be 

11 enlightened" to understand what 
you r dreams mean, or that it takes 
great effort and rigorous study and, 
not infrequently, money, to II ach
ieve" dream ing mastery, whatever 
that means. As I discovered in my 
childhood and again, somewhat to 
my surpri se, during my dream 
collecting days in Dundee, everyday 
people - all of us, in other words 
remember exactly what we wan t 
from our dreams and possess, 
moreove 1~ a natural understanding 
of their meaning. Of course, like 
anything else, if you don 't think this 
is tme, then there you have it. 

DNJ: You were fortwzate to 
know Jane Roberts. Would it be 
possible to summarize Seth's 
perspectives on dreams, as 

convetJed through Jane Roberts? 
Susan Watkins: Summ arizing Seth/Jane Roberts ' s 

perspectives on dreams is a little like trying to 
summarize the nature of reality in 25 words or less. But, 
bas ically, the idea is that dreams are a portion of the 
whole of consciousness, delivered in the languag e of 
consciousness, and since consciousness forms the 
enviro nm ent we know, dreams are the medium thr ough 
which we create it. Also, I real ly like this quote, which 
appears on page 218 of Dream s, Evolution, and Value 
Fulfillment, Vol 1: "The waking state as you think of it is 
a specia lized extension of the dream state, and emerges 
from it to the surface of your awareness, just as your 
physica l loca-tions are specified extensions of location s 
that exist first within the realm of mind." 

That says it pretty we ll. Reading the body of Jane 
Roberts's work opens up an infinity of material on the 
subject. 

DNJ: How was/is your expressed and overt interest 
in Jane Roberts work, in dreams ..... received by the 
average person in your small community, particu
larly since you worked as a reporter for newspapers, 
radio stations and were co-editor of the Dundee 
Observer? 

Susan Watkins: Well, first off, let me say that 
ten years ago J moved out of Dundee proper and 
quit my reporting jobs to live out in the middle of 
nowhere and wri te full-time - something l would
n't especially recom mend for writers, by the way -
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but that's another story. 
Second, my friendship wi th Jane Roberts and my 

interest in her work were never "overt" in Dundee, 
though there was certainly an undercurrent of acknow
ledgement about those endeavors. Mostly the energies 
of my life were devoted to my son, to making som~ 
kind of living and to wri ting, writing, writ ing: science 
fiction and fantasy in my private moments; municipal 
and grassroots events in the reporting biz. If the subject 
of dreams and "ESP" came up, I talked freely about it; 
but it wasn't until Conversations w ith Seth was pub
lished in 1980 that my particular interests and ideas in 
that area were exposed, as it were, to the commu nity at 
large. It caused no major ripples , locally, as far as I 
could tell, for which I was grateful. I wasn't being 
secretive, exactly. l just never cons idered myself a 
missionary for the Seth material. Also, I hate being at 
the center of public attent ion. My work, yes. Me ... no. 

How were my interests received by the "average " 
person? In about every way there is to receive it. By the 
time Conversations .... came out (and was reviewed in 
local media), I'd been living the small-town life for 
eight years and had been editor of the Dundee Observer 
for six of those yea1-s. Some people read the book and 
most didn 't. Coffee shop gossip noted that I had been 
seen walking in the town cemetery. A few people said 
that Conversations, and later Dreaming Myself. opened 
a door in their heads and they went on to read every
thing on the subject they could find. One or two came 
right out wi th the opi nion that I was nut s! Most of · 
those who said anything to me about it were interested 
in the fact that I'd written a book, period, hang the 
subject .... and simply appreciated the accomplishment. 

These last are the folks I like to hang out with. 

-
-· ~~~-~-~ .... 

c;C::) 
0 

DNJ: Would you say that this dimension of your 
work affected you, socially, in the community? If 
so,how? 

Susan Watkins: No, I don't think the subject or 
express ion of my work affected me socially in the 
communi ty, other than to make me more visible in a 
certain way. In a village the size of Dundee (pop. 
1,632)1 your social standing is based on things that are 
rather less ambiguous than your be1iefs about the 
nature of the universe. The fact that at the time (the 
Seventies through mid -Eighties) I was a single mother 
running the local newspaper with another single 
mother and that each of us were married and divorced 
at least twice apiece had much more impact on the 
communi ty psyche than some book blathering on 
about ESP! 

But really, this is how it should be-or at least it's 
how ii fit my purposes. Though I experienced a brief 
time as a kind of dreamer's listening post, my aspir
ations were first and foremost those of a wr iter's. Once 
you start presenting or dealing with these iss ues as 
separate from daily life1 or exalted somehow1 you've 
just kinda boogered it up. 

Today, my 'so cial standing' is moot, mostly be
cause l hardly ever go into town. At one point the 
rumor mill had it that I'd become a nun. 

DNJ: Though you have outlined it thoroughly in 
your book, would you share ltow you initiated the 
community dreams/wring project? 

Susan Watkins : Dreaming Myself, Dreaming A 
Town emerged from a combina tion of other writing 
project s: my frustrations while putting together the 
chapter on class dreams for Conversa tions with Seth, 
an Observe r series r was doing on local house 
histo ries, a novel f'd been writing about a small town 
whose dreams start to come true a nd the family 
history written in 1933 by my great-grandfather, a 
Dundee native . Struggl ing to collate ESP class dream 
records too often written on scrap paper and 
matchbook covers, I'd been brooding about official vs. 
unofficial history .... where events "come from" in the 
first place .... and the difficultie s of documenting 
anything, let alone the invisible. 

I'd spe nt a particularly grueling morning at my 
desk trying to sort through my papers and decided to 
take a break. On impulse I picked my grea t-grand
father' s memoir out of the bookcase and started 
paging through it . r remember that it was a warm day 
in March and air redolent of spr ing mud was wafting 
through the open apartment windows, hintin g of 
things to come. 1 turned to my great-grandfather's de
scription of the huge fire that had leveled Dundee's 
Jowntown I 18 years before. I started to read about how 
baby Asbury 's mother and grandmother had dragged 
him in his crib between lots to get away from their 
burning house. I remember that gently, like the spring 

Continued on page 40 
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Journey Into The Depths 
Part I 

Departure 
Brilliant blue day, ocean reflects sky 

And T swim with joy, 
Almost fly .... across the waves. 

Suddenly, J realize 
1 am surroun ded by whales .... Seven! 

Gliding coun ter-clockw ise 
We are a kaleidoscope .... a Mandalla. 

Part II 
Descent 

Their circular dancing creates a whirlpool 
And 11 at the center (fooled!) 

Am sp inning down .... down .... down .... 
FEAR! I cannot hold my breath! 

Cer tain to drown 
Down .... down .... down ... 

I'll meet my death! 

Part III 
The Gift 

Then, finding myself on the ocean floor, 
(softer and wanne r than a feather bed) 

There is breath .... osmosis 
rt was a door .... Valhalla! 

A circular sha ft of light 
Warms me from the whales' circling height. 

Once I get past the fear 
I find it safe down here. 

Part IV 

The Return 
On a long narrow pier, walking back to the Ear th 

Dolph ins come to greet my new state of birth 
S_miling, they stand erect near the pie r 

Back to back, so my hands 
Can caress each, all the way to the land. 



The Bay Area Dreamworkers Group 
BADG 

The Emergence of a Dream Community 
in the San Francisco Bay Area 

©1996 Jill Gregory 

F or the past decade, it has been my great privilege to 
be a part of a group that has come to be known as the Bay 
Area Dreamworkers Group. Today BADG (pronounced 
BADGe) is reportedly both the oldes t and the largest 
eclectic regional g roup of dream workers in the country. 

Currently we are a loose-knit association of close to 
250 dreamworkers in a region extending from Sacra
mento to San Jose and from the East Bay towns to the 
Pacific coast. Approximately 150 flyers and documents 
now archive our history. 

It all started wit h Fred C. Olsen and Linda Lane 
Magallon who sha red the vision of establishing a regional 
group for dream workers to meet, network, socialize and 
support their own and one another's growth - both 
personal and professional. 

When I met Fred at a dream conference in 
Charlottesville, Virginia, he excitedly told me of his 
upcoming plans to visit Linda in San Jose in July to 
discuss founding this group. Since meeting Fred had the 

:;i({Pfioto creaits: JilT , ,,, 'Bo6 ~ir,;qon1 

feel of destiny and I already shared his excitement about 
this possible group, J knew that group was where I be
longed. Six dreamw orkers including myself, attended 
that first BADG meeting with Linda and Fred in San 
Francisco on August 18th, 1985. 

Over the years the group has held monthly or 
bimonthly general meeting s plus occasional business 
meetings in members' homes. General meeting formats 
have included networki ng, talks and workshops by 
members, discussions of issues, sociaUzing, dream
sha ring and potluck dinners. Meeting atte ndance 
fluctuates between 10-20 people, numbers which 
encourage both intimacy and processing. 

Here is a taste of meeting topics. Paul Sheldon lectured 
on "Dreams as Livelihood." Ken Kelzer gave a talk and 
demonstration entitled ''Deep Journeys : Dreamwork & 
Trancework Combined in Small Group Settings." Nancy 
Richter Brzeski and I co-presented "Dreams: Focus on 
Children." 
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.... Quotes from BADG members .... 

Some Thoughts on BADG's 10th Anniversary 

The farewell party for Fred Olsen (moving to 
Portland) and 10 year anniversary celebration for 
BADG was a bittersweet event for me, a curious 
mixture of joy and sadness . 

I felt great joy and pride at what we'd accom
plished, bringing together such a rich and diverse 
network of dreamworkers in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. I realize that so much of what's important in my 
present life has grown out of BADG, from treasured 
friendships to my involvement with ASD to the on
going Dream Arts group and my own Sunday night 
dream group. 

Those ear ly years had be!'!n a very spec ial time in my 
life. J felt sad that it was passing. What made it so 
spec ial was that we were all fledgling dreamers, all 
hesitant and uncertain if the world had a place for us -
and then we found each other. We discovered we 
shared a vision, a commitment to dreamwork as a tool 

!Miui Ok,pmoto, J'1la Marie.:Fortin ana~6mSfw6ow 
@ 'lJMJ(j 's !Ho/Um/ Pam, 

for making the world a bette r place and as a tool for 
personal transformation. 

Now 10 years have gone by and we're all olde r and 
have learned from each ot her and from our experie nces 
in the world. We've supp or ted each other's personal 
and professional growth . different facets of the sa me 
process. We've claimed our identities as dreamworkers 
and we've see n the dreamwork move men t blossom and 
grow. 

I continue to be astonished and humbled and awed 
by the power and beauty of dreams. But nothing will 
ever be quite like those early years, when a small . 
community of dreamers came together and nurtur ed 
each other's hopes and dreams, and together we went 
forward into the world." 

. Richard Russo, BADC Representative to the ASD 
conference & Editor, Dreams Are Wiser Than Me11 
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Till Gregori1 continues .... 

During one meeting, Dorothy Rossi presented her life 
and work as a dream artis t which provided us an oppor• 
tunity to view her paintings on a walking tour through 
her home and studio. That same meeting also featured 
Deborah Watson discussing the "Vampire Archetype in 
Dreams of Clients with Eating Disorders." One meeting 
with three presenters included Tnra Treasurefield's 
"Meditation & Dreams," Leslie Marks' "Dream Mask
Making Workshop" and Marsha ConnelJ's show and tell 
of her dream collage series entitled "Dream Vessels." 

Once, when only women showed up for the meeting, 
we focused on women's unique expe1iences, perspectives 
and contributions as drearnworkers. Another memorable 
meeting four days following the October 17th earthquake 
in the Bay area in 1989, became an impromptu earthquake 
support group during which we shared our earthq uake 
dreams and other experiences. That meeting concluded 
with sand tray specialist Phyllis Green sharing her 
insights and showing us her incredible sand tray 
collection. 

Group discussion meetings addressed themes and 
questions brought up spontaneously such as "Are there 
any viable ethical considerations involved in how our 
dream egos treat other dream characters?"; "What exactly 
is a dream?" ; "During an Out-of-Body Experience, does 
the dream self actually go somewhere or just have a 
dream of going somewhere?"; "Whose dream is this, 
anyway?" - a discussion about relationship between the 
identity of the dreamself in relationship to the identity of 
the physical self who is sleeping and dreaming, and 
"Are all dreams meaningful?". 

BADG members have enjoyed social gatherings such 
as a Spring Fling, an October Costume Ball, a Thanks
giving Feast, Summer Barbecues and our fabulous annual 
Winter Holiday Party. We have sponsored group events 
such as "Dream Festivals," participated in one another's 
endeavors, such as the "Friday Night Lecture Series" at the 
Dream House and have published directories of local 
dreamworkers. 



Till Gregory. ... 

We are avid and committed dreamers, commun ity 
drea mworkers, educa tors, artists, writers, therapists, 
researchers, philosoph ers, inventors, radio show hosts, 
bodyworkers, marketers, healers, organizers, and those 
involved in the psychic and sp iritual arts. 

BADG has given us all the opportunity to participat e 
in a very special time and place in dream history. As we 
have articulated new ideas, found terminology, evolved 
definitions, practiced and refined techniques and sought 
to understand the underlying dynamics of dream process, 
we have shared in pioneering the modern day dream
work field wh ile creating a dream community from the 
inside out. 

There are numerous benefits for dreamworkers able 
to function in community. One crucial benefit is that the 
social network can provid e a more accurate perception of 
the context for one's work. This helps to keep our contri 
butions current and releva nt, to more clearly measure the 
importance of our work to the field and to broad en the 
scope of our understanding of how our work relates with 
the work of others . 

For dreamworkers more than many other careers, 
community is essential. Our field is shadow in our culture . 
The most common relationship to dreams, in my exper
ience, is ignoranc e and alienation, When others learn that 
we are in the dream field, their unfortunate situation as 
dreamers tends to color subsequent interaction s with us. 
We need to be with our kindred spiri ts. 

Dream community can be especially wonderful. I 
have found dreamworkers in general to be intelligent , 
ethica~ courageous, sensitive, talented, self-aware, crea
tive, and knowledgeabl e people who exude nice energy 
and have a wide range of interes ts. In my experience, 
there is a real longing for supportive dream communify 
among dreamwork ers throl\ghout the country. 

What makes our particu lar dream community so 
nurturing for its members? Many of us agree that our 
success is due to the fact tha t BADG is based upon the 
community/ partnership paradigm. 

The idea of partnership emphasizes peer relationship 
among comrades. It teaches "power with," rather than 
"power over." It provides the oppo rtunity to practice 
good dream manners ... and to get quick feedback when 
they are lacking. 

In a partnership group, the decision-making style is 
participative and encourages a "bottom-up" flow of ideas 
aimed at generating consensus around the issues. This 
distributed leadership means that all people at a gather
ing have a chance to speak. 

What this partnership means in the dream fielJ is 
that instead of a hierarchy with an authority figure as 
leader, there is instead a peer relationship in which the 
authori ty comes down fr0m the pedestal, joins the group 
and shares his or her dreams along with the rest. This 
makes the leader as strong or as vulnerab le as any other 
person in the group. 

.. ,,Quotes from BADG mernhers .... 
Excerpts from a Dream Incubated 

January 1996 For BADG & Its Future 
"The dream scene ls a museum shop. There are 

several BADG members present. I cle.arly recognize Fred 
Olsen, Betsy Davids and Diane Rusnak. Diane seems ven1 
pleased with a small artistic item she found near the cashier 

counter. 
Fred is by my side along with an Asian man. We are tnJing 

to float small boats i11 the man-made stream running 
through the shop. My floating vessel is like a plastic tubular 

lunch bag and I try to keep it afloat. 
What amazes me the most about this place is the living 
coral reef underneath the glass floor we are on. It is 

beautiful to look dawn and see this underwater wonder 
beneath our feet. As I walk around this shop which seems to 
be a BADG meeting place, I notice a baby sea turtle floating 
around. T reached out and scooped the little turtle gently in 
my hands. When I looked closer, I noticed the turtle is made 
of a large green leaf of lettuce. The turtle becomes a piece of 

art made from an organic leaf of lettuce." 
• Ana Marie Fortin, BADG Program Coordinator 

'B.MJ(i %,tufay Partl/ at !Ni,vato Cm.tu for '1>reams 

"The core expe rience of BADG for me is that it is 
s uch a treat to enjoy relationships with people who 
already gen uinely find dream s important , fascina ting 
and fun. Since these re lationships are in my local 
com munit y, they can deepen and become richer as 
they are built upon steadily yea r after year. '' 

- Da le Westbrook, Dream Researcher & Psychotherapist 

"For me, BADG opera tes on many levels, like a 
dream, servi ng me fo r netw orking, idea and techniqu e 
sharing, as we ll as pro viding a place of suppo rt for my 
profes sional life, my dreaming life and my personal 
life. It helps connect me to the larger drea m comm
unity, giving me a sense of being part of somethi ng 
important globa lly as well as loca lly." -

Bob Trowbridge • Former Secretary of BADG 
& author of "The Hidden Meaning of Illness: 

Disease as a Symbol & Metaphor" (in press) 
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.. ,,Quotes from BADG memba:s.°" 

"My local peer BA DC-i niti a ted dream shari ng gro up 
began about 4 years ago. It is a fabulou s group of 
people involved with crea tive proj ec ts and skilled w ith 
dream s. We find supp ort for both rea lms in one pla ce. 

Dre ams rem ain central for the group but dreamw ork 
seems to function best in an atmosphere of creative 
enterpl' ise and crea tive ente rpri se see ms to flour ish 
be s t in an atmosphe re of dr ea ms and dream wo rk. We 
are nurt ur ed and fed not only by w hat we lea rn from 
each other but also by each othe r 's creati ve wor k. We 
have found that when both areas are support ed, a 
natural ebb and flow between them see ms to occur. 

It is such a pri v ilege to participate in these creat ive 
efforts as well as in the dream lives l)f each o ther. This 
balan ce is imp ortant a nd inspi rin g for u8 al l. The 
group s timulat ed my poe try and now - a novel. 

Peer leade rless groups are the best o nes. I love them. 
We ha ve found a way to make that work incredibly 
we ll .'' 

• Melinda Nelson, Former Co-Director of the Dream 
Training Insti tute & Long-time BADG member 

"Throughout our first decade, I o ften referred to the 
Biblical parable ab out needin g new wine skins to ho ld 
new win e. The parabl e w arn s that old wi ne skins can 
detrimentally affect the new w ine . Th is was the 
challenge that BADG co llect ively faced : creating a new 
form to cont ain the new spirit & visio n we brought to 
each o thel' and to the dr ea m field. 

Overall, I co nsid er BADG a success in that crea tion. 
Unfortunat ely, our ab ilit y to fully embody the new 
v ision and rea lize it s grea t poten tial was somew ha t 
limited by the fears and o ld pattern s that we as ind i
v idual s brou ght to the group. I none theless believe that 
we did the bes t that we co uld wi th w hat we had at the 
time an d a t that leve l. I comm end ou r efforts." 

• Fred C. Olsen, Co-founder or BADG 
& Creator of"Dream Re-Entry Healing" 

"I am in the field of dream s for fulfillment. I ha ve 
bel onged to BADC since 1985 because I con tinu e tl) 
find so methin g of va lue for myse lf in this group. 

What co mes to my mind about BADG is the crea
tive element , the fun element ;ind the dream eleme nt . T 

must say, the longer J belong, the better the part ies are! 
My w ish for BADG is that it continue growing and 
ge ttin g better and better for my w hole life." 

. Shirley Martin , Dream Group Facilitator 

"Wh en 1 moved from San Francisco to Port land , 
Orego n four yean, ago, one of the hardest parts was 
leaving the California dreamers I'd co me to know and 
love . Phone calls to those friends and co lleag ues gave 
me leads and lessened my isolation . 
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fill Gregoru continues .... 

Partnership grou ps might get together to share their 
dreams, engage in dreamwork, conduct dream projects 
or experimen ts together, discuss issues or share tips on 
dream ski ll deve lopment. Some groups, like BADG, do all 
of these. 

We have a lso taken these ideas a step further. At 
various times and for varying reasons, we would agree to 
dream on the same them e. Group dream ing along with 
dreamsharing were integral to the process of creati ng a 
home in the dream field for the community/partners hip 
paradigm - the intent of our group's founders. 

Dream sharing a lerted us to the underground 
unconscious dynamics of our conscious waking activities 
related to the group. Our dreams painted vivid pictures 
of our social-emotional process. Were we close to a 
spring of pure clear wa ter or were we avalanched by a 
tidal wave? Dreams gave us ear ly feedback abo ut 
situations that were deve loping. They also delivered 
predictions of ou tcome. The partnership paradigm 
allowed us to "act out" tensions in the waking state v ia 
dreamwork techniq ues rather than supp ress them. 

Under the group dreaming model, we asked 
ques tions of our dreams . Shou ld BADG merge with 
another group? Should we incorporate as a non-profit 
organization? Wh ere will the next Dream Haase be 
located? 

We drea mt up holiday dreams to share and dreamt 
inspiratio n for the coming year. We dreamt with, for an d 
about one another in matters bot h esoteric and practical. 
Along the way, we found our social dreaming skills 
improving. And we now have a record of dream images, 
like a group dream journal , to draw upon for help in 
unuerstanding ourse lves and cmr process together. 

BADG is structured to maximize the feeling of being 
in a hea lthy community. Jt is coopera tive, informal, 
reciprocal, and grass roots in style, Annu al dues have 
thus far been kept to $15 or less. Over the years, we have 
learned to be more pro-active and more celebra tory. We 
offered smaller, local, on -going peer dreamsharing 
groups, leaving most t,"E.'neral meetings for the sharing of 
expertise and socia lizing. 

There are pros and cons to every type of 
organia1tional structure. Ours produces a group which is 
at once both vita l and precarious . We can more easily re
invent ourse lves to adapt tc, changing circumstances but 
we never know whether or not we will survive these 
times of crisis. 

Someth ing we've learned is that just one person 
stepp ing in temporarily at a timely moment to be the 
contac t person, and hold the mailing list and finances, 
might be all that is needed to give the group a chance to 
tread water through a crisis untll it is ready to reassert 
itself and move forward. 

Two related philosophies of BADG are these : ''The 
dreamer is the expert" and "The dream belongs to the 
dreamer ." Fundamental in the Montague Ullman group 
Jreamwork methods, these concepts have attracted a 
strong following in the dream field. 

These philosophies mean that even in a room fuU of 



fill Gregori/;.,. 

brilliant, skilled, talented and experienced tlreamworkers 
all in improbable agreement about a meaning of a dream 
presented by the dreamer, it cannot be concluded that .it is 
so. If the dreamer sees it differently, the other dreamwork
ers set aside their views and insights and honor the 
dreamer's truth . They support the connection of the 
dream to its dreamer and avoid dis-empowering either 
the dream, the dreamer or the relationship between the 
two. 

Collaboration is another fundamental philosophy of 
BADG, forming the basis for decision-making even when 
the group has only one leader. 

One current example of collaborative orientation is 
that BADG pro-actively formed a panel of three to re
spond to a potential need for a spokesperson. Another 
example is BADG's plans to host the first "Communal 
Dream Room" for the upcoming Assocint/011 for the S/urly of 
Dreams (ASD) conference in Berkeley. As a gathering site 
for socializing and networking, the room will include 
displays, scheduled events and other activities that are 
collaborative and participatory. 

The forms of our activities are shaped by another one 
of our philosophies that" We are nil stars." We see our
selves and each other as shining together in the night sky. 
This springs from our egalitarian values of fairness and 
the policy of good manners of the par tnership/comm
unity paradigm. It strengthens cooperation rather than 
competition and encourages us to honor each other as 
people and as colleagues. 

BADG is the dream organization dearest to my heart 
because it embodies in the purest form the same prin
ciples that I have discovered work well in relating to 
dream imagery and deve loping oneself as a dreamer and 
a dreamworker. 

Here are a few: A) awareness of context, B) freedom of 
express ion, C) self-determination, D) healthy relat ionship, 
E) co-creativity, F) balance and G) flexibility of response 
and H) celebration of diversity. 

These principles, elements of the community/part• 
nership paradigm, operate on many levels such as the 
dynamics between the various symbols & characters 
within a dream; between an individual dreamer and their 
dream; among dreamworkers within a group; among 
dream organizations in the dream field or among the 
dream field and society at large. 

What I value most from my involvement with dreams 
is tha t it increases my sense of who I am and of what is 
possib le, individua lly or collectively. 

What I value most from my Involvement with dream 
community is that I am accepted, understood, valued and 
enjoyed both as a person and as a dreamworker: To me, 
this has been the greatest gift of the Bay Area 
Dreamworkers Group. oo 

'JJie. autnor wi.slie.s to tlian/i:_L111tfa 'J•f1waffo11 ri,, 'Jred O(m, for tl,m 
11ssista1tee. rvitn tli/.,; articfu. 
'.for {urtfzer lnfonrwtio11 011 'lJ~'lXj, plell.it ro11 tart Ji{{ {jr',(fon1, 
PO 'lJox;. 866, !J{pv11to, C~ 94948 orPfioni' ./15/898.25.<:9 
'£mail: Ji{{jrtno~11or.com 

.. .. Quotes from BADG memba:s .... 

Then a remarkable thing occ urred. Remarkable 
because without the encourageme nt and nurturing 
support I continued to receive from my distant 
dream worker friend s, I might never have reached out 
to crea te dream community in Portland by offeri ng 
lucid dream works hops . What I had experienced 
through assoc iation with the San Francisco area 
dream working comm unity was too precious not to 
share. From these workshops, a new group of dream 
exp lorers blossomed and for over a year now, we have 
continued to meet on a regular basis. 

Though man y miles may lie between my old and 
my new dream friends, there remains a strong, endur
ing feeling of connecti on and a swee t, reas suring 
comfort in knowing we all dream beneath the sa me 
moon." • Patricia Keelin, Former Vice-President of BADG -

"I remember those live ly times over the years and I 
need to say that BADG ls not static. Eve ry s ingle 
meeting I have attended was different. I appreciate 
what T have received over the years. 

It is a good idea for dreamworkers to hook up 
wit h thjs group BADG because it is a ve ry good 
organiza tion - not a group to be ignored. 

You know, I can't remember any really big dis
agreement or really bad feelings. And that is quite 
remarkable. The feeling I particularly e njoy is that it is 
grass-roots. The attitude is 'lt's jus t us folks here ... just 
peop le with an intense intere s t in dream s.' I have 
enjoyed getting to know these people - some pretty 
well. They are neat people." 

- Fern LeBurkien, Committed student of dreams 

'J(pgmi 'Epel, '.Betsq 'Woods, !Meilnaa 'J,/J{sun, 1Utfwt{ 1(Jtsso, 
'.Bet.sq 'l)aflitfs and Zoe. !J(ewman 

"After a ttending a BADG Dream Festival in 1987, I 
joined the group and moved rapidly from being an 
artist working in isolat ion with my dream images, to a 
community dream art person. Each BADG meeting 
brough t an ever-growing and sh ifting group of unique 
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.... Quotes from BADG members .... 
individuals. We met for many hour s at each meeting 
which was some th ing I liked and I explored sharing 
my visua l images with thi s new audience. 

Out of BADG came the member s of my per so nal 
biweekly dream gro up which provides the stro nge st 
continuit y for my creative life. A kind of versatile, 
irre verent, magical, surrogate family; we are writers, 
therapists, artists and dreamers. Wha t exper ience cou ld 
be s tronger? It encourages and embraces the core of 
our existence and growth. 

I'll a lways app reciate the energetic organizing 
efforts of our lead ers who kept the group v ital an d 
alway s open to newcomers. And the journey 
continu es." 

• Diane Rusnak, Dream Artist 

" I've walked into few groups as warm and in
clusive as BADG. 1 am gra teful for the energies of the 
grou p's leader s, nudging BADG forward into new 
venu es over th e years. 

Th is group ha s been a wonderful place to connect 
with others. BADG is a real community in the richest 
sense of the word. It has moved th rough different 
phases reflecting the changing creativity and energies 
that its members have brought. We are all open to what 
the future will unfold. " 

• Zoe Newman, Psychotherapist & BADG Initial Contact 

!Frd OCsen as ~ 'Xl,w Conscfqumus' 
wit/i 'lJ,a JUams 

at 11JJW(j CO.ftume 11Jall/Slimforu !Part,/ 
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Ji/I t;reRtmt, Ctn.ter 
PfRRII ~oi, Left ant! Jwi !Marie !Fortin, !l(i//n.t 

"The partnership paradigm is BADG's dream• come 
true! This socia l val ue sys tem serves as the launching 
pad for a ho st of act ivities which fly beyond the land of 
'Drea ms-as-wo rk ' to the wonderland of 'Drea ms-as 
play.' " 

. Linda Lane Magallon, Co-founderofBADG 
& Author, Mutual Dreaming, (forthcoming) 

"The BADG comm unit y is now unfoldin g itse lf 
globally in cybe rspace. The transportation of the 
egalitaria n spirit , shar ed resources and networked 
com munication travel along the Information Super 
highway promoti n g mutually su pportive platforms, 
interpersona l commitment and pione ering excitement. 
These values remind us on th e Net that it reall y is 
about peop le. not information. " 

-Richard Wilkerson, Editor Electric Dre.ams 

"Thank yo u for your delightfu l Dream Holiday 
Party! It was a pleasure to meet so wide a range of 
professionals who have such s trong interest and ski lls 
in various forms of dream work. 

It's truly a pleasure to become a BADG member at 
this spec ial occasion of its tenth anniversary and I look 
forwa 1·d to a long and satisfying relat ions hip. " 

-Randall Churchill , Director, Hypnotlierapy'It-aining 
Institute & Author of Become the Dream 



The Spirit 
of 

Coininunity 
is Alive 

For six years, l have been hosting dream 
groups in my small rural town. Small gro ups have 
gathered for a period of time - between six and ten 
weeks - to share, explore, dig into, delight in and 
ponder about their dre ams. These gro ups have 
consistently received superlati ve reviews from the 
participant s who describe them as transformative, 
educational, fun, challenging and community-building. 
I've hosted these groups in churches, in the regiona l 
community college, at the local YMCA, or here at 
Maplestone where we meet at my kitchen table around 
a pot-luck lunch, or outdoo rs by the pond . Sometimes 
we've met in one of my tepees in the eveni ng by 
firelight. 

Six women were part of the last group. Two were 
new to dream work and new to the other wome n in the 
group. We started with a few introduction s and dis
cussed why we were interested in drea mwork. We all 
shared the desire to know ourselves better and to meet 
as a community in the process of the spiritu al journey. 
Each of us discovered that we were safe with this 
gro up and that we were all journ eying towards whole
ness. A kind of magic was sourced in the intimate 
sharing of our most pr ivate selves. As early as the first 
dream, we each touched a kind of oneness within the 
Dream of the other. I called this feeling of oneness 
"community" and my sisters agreed. It is to this last 
aspect of community dreamwo rk that I wish to address 
myself today. In my experie nce, the potential for 
community seems to be most pregnan t in the moments 
where there is consensus among the members. Another 
way of saying this is that the lowest common denom
inator among all presen t is the size, scope and mandate 
of the whole community. No one is asked to stretch to 
meet another or to betray personal values or to become 
more bold; we simply meet in the small space which 
we all share. 

in Dream 
Groups 
by Suzanne Nad on 

I have been in many groups where there were 
wonderful visions, great plans, amazing idea ls .... yet 
conflict would always deve lop in trying to get all to fall 
in line with v isions which were often sourced by one or 
two, often the " intuitive" types of the gro up. Some
times the more here and now "sensa te" types would go 
along, carried by the contagio us energy of the vision
aries. But sooner or later, if the sensa te types did not 
discover the vision for themselves, or if the intuitives 
did not develop the perseverance to walk at the pace of 
the slowest member of the gro up, the whole group 
would fall back to doing it the old way, or dissent and 
separate. The lesson here is that a communHy can only 
move forward at the pace that consensus d ictates. 

How does this apply to dream work? In a dream 
gro up, the mandate is clear and consensed. We are 
there to work 4 dreams per session. We decide together 
which dream we will work and spen d from 45 - 60 
minutes on each dream. One of our ru les is to imagine 
that the dream shared is our ow n dream and then 
speak from the reality that the dream has for us. This 
means so much more than just tacking on the words "if 
it was my dream " to each interpreta tion that you give 
for ano ther's image. 

In fact, the veneer on this one is thin . J have heard 
people say "If ii were my dream , it wou ld mean that 
you are angry at your mother." This person seems 
oblivious to the principle of ingesting another's dream 
into her own reality. It's likely that this person is angry 
at her own mother and doesn't even know it and so 
projects in onto the dreame r: Often the dreamer w ill 
react with defensiveness, causing the space and trust to 
slowly die. Ent ropy, boredom and superficiality 
usually follow. On the other hand , when each dream 
group member takes responsibility for each dream 
image as her own, the spirit of the Dream enters every 
person 's sou l. 
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Speaking from that 'Deep 
Place' Creates Miracles 

The six women who met 
at Maplestone last fall accomplish
ed thi s depth of sharing consis
tently and repe ate dly. Jud y wo uld 
tell her dream and Carol, Wendy, 
Julia, Martha and l wou ld also 
dream this dream with het: Ln the 
moment when each of us was 
dreaming one dre am, we could feel 
the spirit of communit y in ou r 
midst. And then magic, the specia/. 
11ess1 would happ en. It would seem 
as if Judy 's dream was so perfect 
for Martha's relationship, for 
Wendy 's job dilemma and for my 
problems with my daughte1: We 
oohed and ahed ourse lves into the 
ecstasy of share d synchronici ty 
sever al times, joined in a mystica l 
union with one anot her. We were 
six individ uals bu t of one spirit. 

The degree of insight, and 
transformative healing power tha t 
was unleashe d was awesome. One 
woman discovered her vocatio n as 
priestess and conducted the most 
inspired comm union service in 
which I have even partaken. Two 
wo men took commu nion (as bread 
and wine) for the first time in their 
lives. The tears of joy streaming 
down our faces attested to the 
dep th a t which each was exper 
iencing this ritual. Another offered 
a metaphor which sent a third 
woma n into a creative flurry , fi. 
nally able to articulate something 
which, to that point, had not been 
speec h ripe. Wendy found the 
stre ng th to resist her obsessive 
attraction to a dangerou s partner 
from Suzanne 's dream about the 
sa me subject. 

There was no doubt in ,tny of 
ou r minds and sou ls that the Spirit 
was present amongst us "W here 
two or more of you are gathered 
together in my name, I am among 
you.'' r have come to understand 
that God is evolving through the 
conscious ly lived jou rneys of to
day's humans. In ancient limes, 
we knew God and Goddess only as 
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Grea t Mothet~ Judge and then as 
Abba, Father. When 1 knew God in 
this way, the messages in my soul 
sound ed like: "Surrender your will 
to the omnipotent will of God." 
This was a hard lesson to learn , but 
many situations came my way 
givi ng me practice in leWng go of 
my ego-based desires. I eventually 
le<\rned that knowi ng God is the 
primary wt>rk I am required to do. 
! learned to "Let Go and Let God 
Thro ugh Me." When I became 
more know ledgeab le in Jungian 
psychology, r undet'Stood this as 
allow ing my ego boundaries to be 
permeated by messages from the 
arche typa l Self within me. 

Song of Opening 
for the Dream Group 

Open My Hearl 
let Holy Love Flow 

Through Me 
Center My Sou l 

Upon the Path of Peace 

Make of my Hear t 
A Melody of Love 

Singing Allel uia The Great 
One 

Alleluia 

1111thor 1111k1111w11 

Cod in this vein, is an author
ity or parental figure. Will we, the 
"children of God," ever grow up? 
What will God look like w hen we 
become adults w ith God? I suggest 
thnt as adu lts of God, we know 
God as Co-crea tor. God and 
Human toge ther work Div ine Will 
on Earth. God is compan ion. God 
becomes the fuel of comm unity, 
the water of life, the light of the 
world, the manna that appeases 
hunger. We can then see God in 
our lover, in our sisters and in our 
childr en. 

r suggest that this new model 
of community is teaching us how 
to be adult s of God. God to me 
now, is all of w hat I've known God 
to be in the past PLUS all of the 
collective conscious energy of self 
ac tualizing individu als on the 
planet today. When I search deeply 
in my sou l for divine guidance, I 
now get this kind of reply: "You 
can do A or B, it 's really up to you, 
you choose as responsibly a nd as 
consciously as you can and I'll be 
with you in all your choices. It 
doesn ' t really matter. Don't worr y, 
be happy! " 

Though l have wanted 
community aU my life, studi ed 
community for a decade and tried 
on dozens of occas ions to join, 
form, sou rce or seed community in 
var ious work , soc ia l or healing 
gro ups, I can honestly say, that the 
dream grou p is the only place 
w here I have--so far--consistently 
experienced communit y. 

Why? In a dream group each 
of our members is there for one 
reason: to align with the power of 
the Universe or God, however each 
person defines that. When the 
human race is ab le to keep this 
center as consciously as members 
of the Maplestone d ream group 
did last fall, l predict that comm
unity wi ll become a way of life and 
that we will all value peace, joy 
and ecology enough to crea te it in 
every aspect of our life on the 
planet. 

What a beautiful day that 
will be. On that day, I be lieve we 
wi ll have entered the golde n doors 
of the Holy City, leaving the Arma
geddon of a degenerating planet, 
ou r dys functional families and an 
en tropic economy behind us in the 
"old" paradigm . w 

5uz111111e Nndo11 would l1t1 plcnsod to 
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A Dreamsharing Community-In-Extension 
by Joy Gates, Curt Hoffman and Gudrun Weber 

We are a dreamslmring community-in-extension. 
Geographically separated, yet linked by our common interest in dreams 

and our resulting shared correspondence. 
We each now tell our own story of how this is evolving and what it means to us. 

- Gudrun Weber -

-Joy Speaks -

We three met for the first time 
at an annual consciousness facili
tating event in Manhattan in 1991, 
drawn there from three different 
locations in the United States. When 
we began our dr eamsharing corres
pondence in 1992, after another meet
ing, we recognized that there were 
many areas of our lives in which we 
have little in common. We also 
acknowledged that we share three 
important fundamental qua lities: 1) 
We each are consciousness explorers; 
2) We each value our intuition and 
endeavor to follow its guidance; 3) 
We each feel that working with our 
dreams to penetrate to their core 
meanings can benefit our spiritual 
journey as well as our daily lives .... 
on all levels. 

We also share another factor: We 
each are married to individuals who 
do not particularly value dreamwork 

- Curt Hoffman -

and in 1992 none of us was yet aware 
of the Dream Network Journal nor of 
any local dreamsharing groups. We 
were interested in exploring dream
work in co11:munity and we were not 
able to find this in our respective lo
calities. Thus begans our triune long
distance dream correspondence, our 
monthly writing and sharing of rele
vant life process, dreamwork and 
occasionally, poetry, art and publica
tions we find helpful. 

From the beginning, we have 
worked on establishing communj
cation based on honesty, openness 
and respect for individual process 
and differences. Our dreamsharing is 
pervaded by unconditional positive 
regard for one another - maintain
ing a safe space for self-revelation, 
even in the face of some of the em
barrassing themes that can emerge in 
our dreams from time to time. 

-Joy Gates-

This on-going sharing (three and 
a half years, now!) fosters and 
supports a rich sense of group 
connection and subjective comm
unity, in addition to the DNJ and the 
local drearnsharing groups with . 
which we have now connected. 
We cannot imagine life without our 
monthly shared harvest of dream
work. 

Over these years, we have re
fined ou r "nuts and bolts" approach 
to the work to this present form 
(based on daily dream recording and 
dreamwork and journal entries): 1) 
We correspond a rrunirnum of once a 
month, at the beginning of each zo
diacal sign, although the calendar or 
lunar month could be as viable an 
alternative as the zodiacal month; 2) 11 

personally, find it easiest to enter the 
dreams daily in my journal and to 
work with them daily as well. About 
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once a week, I enter the results in my 
compu ter so that I don't have the 
entire month of dreamwork to enter 
at one time .... a daunting task! 

Here is an examp le of a typical 
daily entry: 

Watching Hummingbirds Mate 
J'm in a lovely garden with several 

people. There are many small 
brushy trees here and many birds 

flit in them. f notice hwmni11gbirds 
in particular. 1 walk from tree to 

tree peeri11 g wi t1,i 11. Samet imes the 
frees are catried frum place to place 

by people who shaw the lnrds to 
others. ThetJ remain in the tree 

unafraid. I watch several 
hummingbirds with great pleasure. 

I see a male hummingbird and a 
female in the act of mating i11 the 
missionan; positio11 on a bra11ch. 

When he finishes, she tries to stand, 
then flops on her back, exhausted, 
and lies there a mome11t. A female 
dove perching in the tree partially 
supports her. She rewvers, gets up 

and fluffs her feathers. 

Each of us in the garden carrying 
and showing a tree to others reminds 
me of sharing our writing with one 
another yesterday. We are in a place 
within us of fecund creativity. Hum
mingbirds are magical to me and I 
have known many, although they 
actually mate in flight and not in the 
trees. Hummingbirds are connected 
to my magical relationship with 
nature - in this case, with my own 
inn§: nature. l find this relationship 
with my own inner creative nature to 
be intense and at times, hierarchical , 
with the mind and masculine 
qualities of goal-orientation valued 
over and above the body and feelings 
(" missionary position"). This is O<'Ca• 

sionally exhausting and almost over
whelming but I can struggle back up 
and go on after resting. (I'm in an 
ongoing process , working on this .) I 
am finding that 1 am supported by a 
larger love (the dove), the Great 
Femirtine. 

In addition to the month's dream
work (prefaced by a few paragraphs 
of personal news, items of group 
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interest, etc.), we also report on a 
separate page: 1) Symbols that seem 
important; 2) General trend of dream 
process, and 3) General trend of inner 
and outer life. This all serves to facili
tate an overview of our individual 
subjec tive process and unfoldment. 

At the end of our dreaming 
month, we each send copies of our 
dreams and dreamwork to one ano
ther. A computer certainly makes this 
easy to do, although photocopies of 
handwritten dreams/ dreamwork 
could weU be an alternative. 

When I receive my dream 
friends' letters , I read them through 
once with no thought other than to 
absorb their com murtication . The next 
time I read them (with highlighter in 
hand), I look for dreams with themes 
or symbols which connect with my 
own dreaming. I also look for any
thing that grabs my intuition toques 
tion or comment on or acknowledge 
in some way .... always with the intent 
of lovingly supporting the other. 
Sometimes there's a lot to say and 
sometimes there isn't. 

To me, the most important aspect 
of this work my dream friends and I 
do together is to nurture uncritically 
one another's growth process and to 
acknowledge respectfully all that is 
shared in our communications. I have 
a deep sense of companionship in 
dream exploration and l know that 
they are always there to support me 
(by letter and phone) during the occa
sional dark nights of the soul, as 1 am 
for them. This is community-in-exten
sion! I feel very grateful for the faith
ful and dependable presence of Gud
run and Cur t over these dreamshar
ing years and I look forwa rd to a 
lifetime of continuing and evolving 
our communications . 

- Curt Speaks 

In May of 1991, the three of us 
met at an annual conference in New 
York. We felt a strong affinity for one 
another and felt a strong synergy 
would eme rge from working together 
as a group. We agreed at that time to 
include one another in our daily 
meditation, visualit.ing each ot her 
linked mentally and also linked with 

thousands of other meditators 
throughout the world. One advantage 
of this method of group work is that 
the peop le do not hav e to be in 
physical contact with one another, 
which would have been impossib le 
for us given the distances that 
separate us. 

During the following year, we 
e1<changed a few letters and cards 
and we kept up the daily .meditation. 
When we reunited at the 1992 con
ference, we felt the bonds between us 
much stronger than before. We also 
related significant dreams that each 
of us had just before the con ference. 
These dreams wove in and around us 
and depended upon each of our input 
for their full interpretation. This led 
us to conce ive the idea of expanding 
our meditation work to include 
dream recor ding and sharing in our 
correspondence. 

Since that time, we've sent one 
another a letter each mt>nth con
taining all of our remembered 
dreams. I enter my dreams into a 
journal each morning, usually 
"without an attempt to shovel a 
glimpse into the ditch of what each 
one means, 11 as Dylan put it. I hold 
ideas in mind that come to me over 
the next few days and at least once a 
week, I enter all my dreams into the 
compu ter, giving each a title.... and 
begin to work on commentary and 
analysis. As the month progresses, I 
often find that subsequent dreams 
cast more light on the earlier ones 
and I continue to refine my analysis 
up to the time when I send my letters 
off to Joy and Gudrun. The "simmer• 
ing'' time seems to be very important 
to my understanding and sharing of 
the dreams. 

In our letters, we've also included 
our interpretation of our dreams and 
we have commented upon one ano
ther's dreaming as it seemed appro
priate. This work has brought us very 
close together in consciousness. 
Sometimes we can recognize that we 
have been dreaming within one 
another's realities. Some of the most 
rewarding dreams have been those in 
which all three of us appear, as in my 
dream of 5/6/94: 



I arrive at the Portla11d airport. 
Gudrun meets 1rze there; it's 
raining and we look for her 

husband's truck to pick us up. 
When he pulls up, Gudrun gets in 

the front with him and I'm 
surprised to find Jay (Gudrun's 

sister)and her dog in back. Maybe 
my dog and Jmf s cat are there, 

too. l get in the back and J notice 
that the two women a re very 

pregnant. I remark on haw many 
"people" (counting the animals 
and the unborn) are in the back. 
Gudrun 's sister is having twins! 
We embrace by bl'i11~ri11g ow· ajna 
centers togetl1e1: We all get out at 
the south bank of the river, which 
has steep cliffs on the north side. 

Gudrun, Joy and I plunge i11to tire 
river, one /Jy one, and emerge 011 

the opposite shore in our wolf 
fom1s. As 1 observe them before 
plunging in myself, I quickly 

sketch all three of us as wolves 011 

a piece of drawing pape1: When I 
plunge in, I am first tra11sformed 
into a shark, then become a wolf 
when I emerge from the water. A 
man on the south side calls out to 
beware of wolves and sharks but 
since we can transform ourselves 

into these animals, we are not 
afraid. We plan to scale 

the cliffs together. 
Dreams like these have indicated 

the direction for us to travel spirit
ually, confirmed us in our work and 
also bonded our group more power
fully. Even when we have not had 
specific dream adventures of this sort, 
triangle symbols and groups or three 
often appear in our ureaming (for 
example, the three animals, unborn 
children and transformations from 
human to shark to wolf, in my 
dream). Along with our ureams, we 
have also shared books, video and 
audio tapes and our poetry, etc. We 
have reunited each Spring and we 
have visited one another's residences 
at greater intervals. 

As we have continued our shar
ing over the past 3 1 / 2 years, we have 
experimented with many dream tech
niques and we have become subscri
bers and contributors to Dren111 Net-

,oork. These experiments have been 
interesting b~t we have found that a 
simple approach seems to work best: 
before retiring each night, we just 
visualize our group of three linked 
together: We have also created a 
sacred space in the astra l realm which 
we can visualize and visit: an island 
in which each of us has a special 
place - a temple, a grove, a hilltop -
and also there is a space for us all to 
meet together. 

We want to make it clear that we 
are each involved in a primary 
marital relationsrup. Our dream
sharing has not changed this. The fact 
that our group is multi-gendered has 
presented some challenges but it has 
also helped us to come to terms with 
the opposite-gendered aspects of our 
own consciousness. Sharing among 
three people has helped us to avoid 
the emotional imbalances that can 
arise in dyadic relationships . We have 
also learned to discriminate between 
the dream-images that each of us 
holds of the other two and our 
relationshjps in the waking world , 
We have learned when and when not 
to step into one another's spaces. 
Sometimes dealing with the pain of 
undergoing the ongoing transform
ative process requires a lot of un• 
structured space. At the same time, 
having one another to turn to with 
even our most unsettling and out
rageous dream images has been a 
~at blessing. We are able to suppo rt 
and help one another as we scale 
those cliffs, even through time:; when 
the dreams are very sparse and seem 
to haw little to say to us. The trust, 
respect and love which has grown 
from this sharing has been wonder
ful! We feel that we are truly birthing 
something new and our work to
gether has helped us each to accept 
the sharks in the deeper waters of our 
unconscious. We would encourage 
others to experiment with dream
work in this way, sharing openly 
while maintaining a mental focus to 
keep the emotions in balance. 

- Gudrun Speaks

W hen we fln-l met, little did we 
know about the far-reaching effects of 
our coming together. We knew we 

shared a common interest in the 
spiritual side of life and further 
agreed that the idea ofa joint study 
of symbols as a means to further 
develop our intuitive sides, led to a 
three-way exchange of letters in 1991. 

A year later, our focus shifted to 
dreamwork This was the year 
Women Who Run With Wolves by 
Clarissa Pinkola Estes and Leaving 
Our Father's House by Marion 
Woodman came out. These two 
publications opened doors of per
ception and pointed the way to a 
larger community of dreamers 
committed to growth and exploration 
of inner dimensions. Later, the ex
change of books through what we call 
the "transcontinental lending library" 
became an important part of our 
group and individual unfolding. 
Increasing our knowledge about 
different approaches to dream 
interpretation and exchanging ideas 
about them helped broaden our 
outlook. 

Working together closely, we 
have also entered one another's 
dream from time to time. In one of 
my dreams .... 

.... the three of us bring different 
clay shapes and are arranging them 
on a floor i11 a unified sculptural 
pattern. I point out that in spatial 
relationships, thenegative spaces 
plai; an important role in the 
expression of the finished work. 

The flavor of the following dream 
may indicate that beyond the indiv~ 
idual work, the group itself partici• 
pates in a larger process: 

The three of us go to a 
restaurant. We are working 
u.iith and discussing some sort 
of energies and public 
relations. The female gourmet 
cook lets me taste from a huge 
spoon to see if I/we would like 
what has been prepared. Later, 
ench of us carry our piece from 
t lie triangle to a large 
gathering where another large 
triangle is being built by the 
group. Our piece fits in. 
The concept of mangle relates to 

a daily link-up between us in which 
we imagine the energi~s of light and 
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BAT CAVE 

The Truth About Bat Cave 
~ A M.ultidimensional Dream ,.,,,,,, 

A 
©1996 by WIii Phillips 

few years ago, l had just completed my delicate ecosystem. 
psychology degree after a twenty year hiatus and was But I believe that people deserve to stop 
beginni ng to promote a new dream workshop w hen T living in the shadaw of an unknown fear, sol 
had an extremely vivid dream : continue speaking to whoever will listen. Many 

I'm in a town that's famous for a place called 
Bat Cave. There are all sorts of legends about 
Bat Cave being a dangerous, mythical place 

where people who go in are often never heard 
from again. While asking arou11d, I l1ear a 
rumor that criminal types use the cave as a 
hide-out, counting on its reputation to keep 
people away. I decide that the townspeople 

deserve to know the truth, 
and resolve to investigate it. 

l set up a P.A. system near the entrance and 
announce my intentions to go down into the 

cave and find out what's really going on. To my 
surprise, the main reaction J get from the 

townspeople is anger. For a i,ariety of different 
reasons, they don't want me to bring the secrets 
of Bat Cave to light, 771e criminals, of course, 

don't want their dealings exposed, Other people 
pride themselves on coming from a "mystical" 

town and believe an im.1estigation would 
destroy the mystique of Bat C{lve. Tl1en then· 
are business people who are afraid J 'II hurt the 
tourist industry that has built up around Ille 
cave. Most surprising to me, however, is tlie 

resistance 1 get from environmentalists who are 
afraid t/1at 1f people lose their fear of B{lf Cat1e 
they'll all go spelunking and destroy the cm1e's 
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people walk away, bllt even after practically 
everyone '1as left, there are still a few people 
who genuinely want to know the truth about 
Bat Cave. Thetj seem to trust my sincerity and 
a strong bond forms between us. I tell them, 

"lt's okay if people leave. The few of us 
remaining can go down together and discover 

first-hand, the truth about Bat Cave." 

After awakening, my initial association was that 
Bat Cave symbolized the Great Mystery; the dark inner 
realm of dreams and unconscious motivations. The 
central theme of this dream was that I was trying to 
demystify a dark secret and was surprised to find that 
most people did not seem to want it exposed. After 
exp loring the images, events, and feelings of the 
dream, l concluded it was helping me understand why 
many people are antagonistic toward the study of 
d reams and afraid it may be dangerous to examine 
them. The name, "Bat Cave" had a particular ly 
d reamlike resonance to it and seemed apt ly chosen to 
represent the Great Mystery. l resolved to apply the 
new insights l'd gained from the dream in the 
promotion of my new workshop and was ready to let 
the dream go at this poi 11t. However, the dream was 
not quite ready to let go of me. 

Several weeks later, I happened to tell this dream to 
one of my oldes t friend s. To our mutual surprise, he 
told me that not only is there a little town in North 
Carolina called Bat Cave, but he had just put a down 



payment on a partnership with about a dozen other 
people in a newly-forming Intentional Community in 
the mountains just a few miles from there. He asked 
me when I'd had the dream, and it turned ou t to be 
within a day of when he'd been offered the partner
ship. I had already planned to take a llip with my 
family through that part of the country in August, so 
when my friend suggested we add the community to 
our itinerary I enthus iastically agreed, in hopes of 
satisfying my curiosity about Bat Cave, 

When we arrived at the land, I was amazed to 
discover that three of the other community members 
were friends I hadn't see n in ten years. Another had 
grown up in my hometown about a block away from 
me. Her family was on my paper route when I was 
th irteen. After introductions and the renewal of old 
friendships, I inquired about Bat Cave. They were all 
intrigued by my dream, but no one could tell me much 
except that it was just a few miles away and real easy 
to miss even if you were looking for it. The only 
contact anyone had had with Bat Cave was one woman 
who had heard there was an old shaman there and had 
consulted her for advice concerning the formation of 
the community. I had to chuckle when I was told the 
old woman's advice had been, s impl y, "Keep out the 
riffraff. " 

As we were given a tour of the community and 
an explanation of the vision they were trying to mani
fest, I noticed a photo of one of them standing with an 
old man i11 front of a simple, adobe house. The old 
man, I learned, was a 105-year-old Guatemalan dream
worker. Not only was there a genuine respect for 
dreams in the community, but they were looking for 
another family to join the land partnership. 

Eventually, we said our good-byes and drove 
down the winding mountain roads from the comm
unity filled with wonder, ideas, and nl!w possibilities. 
Suddenly, a violent wobble shook the van as one of my 
tires blew. 1 pulled into a little grocery-service station 
at a minor crossroads and asked the old man w ho 
came out to help me where we were. He rep lied, 
"You're in the town of Bat Cave." 

The old man took me inside where he had an 
ancient, yellowed newspaper article tacked to his 
bulletin board. From the clipping I learn ed nnt only 
that there actually is a cave i11 Bat Cave (something no 
one living on the land had been able to confirm), but all 
about its history as well. Accord ing to the article, the 
cave has never been fully explored , despite the fact that 
it's believed to be the largest fissure cave in the world. 
After insensitive spelunkers in the early 1900'1, upset 
the cave's delicate ecosystem by co ntinu ally 
interrupting the bats' hibernation, the state turned it 
over to the Nature Conserva ncy and public acces~ wa~ 
curta iled. Reading that gave me yet another dose of tht: 
prickly"parallel rt:ality '' teeling that oc(urs when a 
dream thickens into waking life. 

When I returned home, I sent copies of the dream 
to each metl'lber of the communi ty and shared what I 
had learned about Bat Cave in the vague hope that 
someo ne might be able to help me make sense of it all. 

For the next few month s, I toyed with the idea of 
buying a partnership in the community. Despite my 
friend's earnest insis tence that my dream had led me to 
Bat Cave for jus t that reason, l had no idea how l 
would be able to make a living in such a remote area. 
Besides , the dream did not seem to be urging me to 
move to Bat Cave but rather left me with the sense that 
I had a respon sibility to unearth its dark secrets. 

Naturally, I cons idered the possibility that the 
dream and all the related events were just meaningless 
coincidence. But that concept was even harder to 
swa llow than the poss ibility that the dream had come 
to me for some as yet unknown reason. It wasn't until 
early spr ing that the missing piece of the puzz le fell 
into place. I received a phone call from my friend , who 
was In the process of moving onto the land. He told me 
the community was in upheaval. lt had just come to 
light that one of the members of the community 
allegedly had been molesting his step-daughter and 
convinced her that if she were to tell anyone, it could 
lead to the break up of the entire community. But the 
girl, unable to contain the sec ret any longer, had fina lly 
broken down in tears and told her father, who was also 
a member L)f the community. 

Even though the community was shaken to its 
roots, it was not de stroyed. Through Social Services, 
counseling was provided and three years later, the 
healing process is still ongoing. Each person in the 
commu nity has had to come to term s with the event in 
relation to their own experience. There is a growing 
acknowledgment that emotional heajjng is an indi
vid ua I process that demand s a great deal of patience . 

Later, as I was marveling over everything that had 
happened, it sudde nly occurred to me that the step
father had been one of the people to whom f had 
mailed a copy of this dream . x 

Author bio : 
Will Pltillil's is author of Every Dreamer's 

Handbook: A Step-by-Step Guide to U11dersta11dingand 
Be,icjiti11gfrom Your Dreams (Kensington Publfshing, NY, 
1996). He also /enc/Jes dasse:. {11 dreamwork and writes a 
column for the Tallahassee Democrat i,, addition to serving 
ns Co11tribuli11g Editor and Ad1•isor for the Drenm Network. 
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Dreaming Online: 
The Global Cyberspace 

Dreamsharing Community 
A taste of Cyberspace for those wondering what's 

going on with dreaming and Internet. 

by Richard Wilkerson 

If you haven't been on line yet, you r first exper
ience might be something like walking into a surprise 
party. Everyone wan ts your attentio n and man y will 
share your same interests, no matter how off-beat. I 
know that Al Gore talks about the "Information Super'
highway " (I} and everyone gets excited about how 
much data is available but the real surprises on line are 
the people. This human connection exists at several 
levels, from casual and comm itted one on one relation
ships, to global community connectivity and activism. 
As might be expected, these leve ls of relationship hold 
true for dream concerned individu<1ls and groups as 
well, 

What is the Internet? 

Ortglnally designed as ARPA Net by the U.S. 
Defense Department in the late I960's to protect poli
tical telecommunications in case of an atomic war, the 
net was a series of four computers that all shared & 
excha nged the same information. By 19711 it had 
attracted the attention of the unive rsities and there 
were 21 host computers, but no one was sure what the 
common language was going to be between all these 
comp uters. By 1982, t11e decis ion was made , (TCP/ IP) 
an? by ~~86 there were 5,000 host computers , mostly at 
universities and government offices and all able to talk 
the same language and shar e the same information. By 
1989, the Internet ttlt the pub lic and media and there 
were 100,000 host computers. The last figure 1 heard for 
1995 was that the Ne t had reached 5 million computers. 
(2) 

To be connected to the internet, all one J1as to have 
now is a computer, a modem , so me Internet software 
and an account with a n Internet Service Provide,: If 
you don't have a free uni vers ity or government 
account, there are a muJtitude of providen. and most 
now give you all the so ftware you need when you sign 
up with them. The average cost ranges from $10 - $25 
per month . 

The number of people using the Internet is al 
ready uncountable, but to give you a tool by which to 
guess the near future , I want to paraphra se Bill Clin
ton 's October 1995 directive: "By the year 2000, all U.S. 
schools K-12 will be connected ." (3) What wm we and 
our children have access to whe n we start a computer 
net search for "Dreams''? 
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Dreaming in Cyberspace 

To answer that question, it is important to 
know the distinction between the Internet and Cyber
space. The Internet is a more technical term, the way 
we connect w ith one another in compu ter med iated 
communications. Cyberspace is the place where this all 
happ ens. And there are several kinds of platforms or 
venues in Cyberspace that dream concer ned indivi
duals use. The most popular are E-mail, World Wide 
Web (WWW) and Usenet. 

Usenet, me and Chat rooms 

U senet is a group of electronic discussion boards 
started in 1979 to discuss various university curri culum 
topics, but since that time Usenet has exploded into 
hundred s of topic from saving the rain forests to chat 
about the latest episode of the X-files. Like a real 
bulletin board , one can post messages, read other's 
messages and leave replies. The first dream bulletin 
board (alt.dreams) went up just a coup le years ago and 
allows individuals to post dreams and dream related 
issues as well as making comments on the posts that go 
up. Some people want advice on how to recall dreams , 
some want their dreams interpreted, some want to start 
small onUne dreamsharing groups. The level of 
discussion is very uneven and the board is predom
inate ly used as a way for people new to dreaming 
online to ask questions and get connected with more 
serious projects. But I'm hoping in the near future to 
include on alt.dream s discu ssions on dream theory, 
dream research and the wide array of techniques used 
by dreamworkers. Also I see alt.dreams as an excellent 
v~nu_e fo~ networking local and regional dream groups, 
d1s~r1buhng new s and developing mutually supportive
pro1ects. 

In the last year, two more dream related Usenet 
groups have appeared. The first is alt.dreams.lucid, a 
discussion board just for lucid dreaming issues, and 
alt.dreams.Castaneda, which discusses all of the 
Castaneda issues, but seems most inVigorated by the 
variations on lucid dreaming that are being practiced , 
Other newsgroups such as alt.psychology.Jung and 
talk.religion.new age will occasio nally discuss dreams 
in light of their own parti cular viewpoints . 

A spin-off of the newsgroups are the real time 
rnternet Relay Chat channe ls. On the me channels you 
can en ter one of hundred s of ongoing real time 
discussions, simply by typing in a sentence or two and 
sending it to a screen where others in the room are aJso 
sendi ng serttences. Or you can create you ow n rooms, 
invite your friends or associates or wait for visitors . 
Comple x interactions and thread s can take place1 but 
generally the quality is usually lower than on Usenet. 
There are exceptions . These Chat rooms are also ava il-



able on most commercial online serve rs and Fred Olsen 
has been doing dream reentry work on both Genie and 
AOL. His direc ted questions style works quite well in 
this real time mode. Another notable exception is the 
Dream Studi o, which Donna Campos opens on 
Mondays nights at 6:00 PM EST on Compuser ve. She 
invites a different guest each week to discuss a variety 
of dream topics. The key to these chat channels seems 
to be having a host or guiding moderator. 

The World Wide Web (WWW) : 
Internet Gets a Friendly Face 

In 1990, a couple of CERN physicists in Switzerl
and were given the task of deve loping a network that 
could be used by a variety of Internationa l phys icists. 
What they came up with was the World Wide Web, a 
system that could go out on the Net and use any 
resource. ln 1993, Marc Andreessen gave this route a 
friendly face by developing for NCSA (National Center 
for Supercomputing Application s at the Univ. of Ill ln 
Urbana-Cha mpaign) a program called Mosaic browser . 
He gave Mosaic away to the public for free. By 
December of 1993, over a thousan d browsers a da y 
were being downloaded (taken from the net). 

W11at these browsers do is allow net connected 
users to trave l from one friendly page to another at the 
click of a mouse. These friend ly pages, or web sites 
(collections of pages), run about $10.00 to $30.00 a 
month to put up commercially and are free to many 
university stud ents. What do people put on these · 
pages? Ever ything! Pictures of themselves and their 
kids, one's life s tory, all the things you want to sell, and 
links that let you jump to other sites. your friends' 
sites, your business site, similar interest sites. And so, 
of course, we all put the dreams and dream inform 
ation we want other people to know about on our web 
pages. 

There are now dozens of Web sites that include 
information on dreams and dreamin g. Dream Network 
Journal has as site, Electric Dreams has a site, and even 
ASD and the Lucidit y Institute Inc., have sites, A good 
place to start browsing is a direc tory of many (not all) 
dream sites on Yahoo web directory. I've also made 
available a file called Dream Guide to the Internet 
which covers most of the sites and how dreaming is 
represented on line. (4) 

There are also severa l dream sharing sites now on 
the Web. The most interactive and soph isticated at this 
time is Dream Link. At Dream Link, you can not only 
finds lots of information about dreams , but actually 
participate in interactive dreams haring. It works kind 
of like a specialized bulletin board . You go to the site 
with a Web browser and leave your dream and inform
ation abou t your dream. Linton and Becky Hutc hison 
distribute your dream to their network and put both 

yo ur dream and comments on the dream back up on 
one of their web page s. 

The future of the In ternet is to be found in the 
Web. The now static pages will give way to real time 
video channels and more Interactive forums. But at this 
time, the one thing you can' t get on your Web browser 
is electronic mail, and e-mail ru les the Interne t. 

E-mail, E-zines and Mail Lists. 

In early 1993 when the Web was still more of a 
great idea than a reality, if you wanted to connect with 
someone on more than a sup erficial level yo u used e
mail. We st ill do. E-mail is like a regular letter except 
that it's cheaper and faster. I can send a ten pag e letter 
from my home in San Francisco to my friends in Aus
tralia for about 3 cents. And it gets there in minutes. 
(Of course, they are probably as leep and won't read 
and rep ly for severa l hours !) What is even better, I can 
make a copy of that letter and send it to everyone I 
have-eve r met in Cyberspace with an Internet e-mail 
address (say about a thousand addresses) for the same 
3 cents. If J djd this, T would probably ge t 999 letters 
back, each costing me 3 cents, telling me to knock it off 
and please send on ly relevan t, personal letters. but I 
think the point is clear. 

E-mail mini•dream gro ups are easy lo start and 
Inexpensive to maintain . They have sprung up all over 
the globe. Usually with a dozen or less partic ipants, e
mail gro ups share dreams and comments about each 
other 's dreams. They may last a week, or become a 
perman ent group of friends. 

In August of 1993, I found one s uch community 
that had grow n to about 30 members and put ou t every 
couple of weeks a magaz ine, (or e-zine) Electric 
Dreams. Originally the communit y used the e-zine to 
distribute dreams and comments on the dreams from 
previous issues. But the members wanted to cut down 
on the 2 week time lag between dreams and commen ts. 
The solutjon was to have the dreams d istributed to 
those interes ted in comment ing so that dream s and 
comments would be printed together every week or 
two. 

These dreams harings were certai nly not the same 
as off-line or face-to-face groups , but I felt very excited 
about the process and felt there was a great networking 
poten tial in shar ing dream s on a global scale. I had 
recently been impressed with the networki ng sty le of 
Jill Gregory, the director of the Nova to Center for 
Dreams, Through a varie ty of news bulletins, dream 
gro ups and other interpersonal projects, the dreamers 
in the Bay area maintain a creative personal comm
unity, while at the same time staying in contact with 
the international dream community. I wanted to model 
tltis regional approach on a global scale and added 
news, projects and other forums to the Electric Dreams 
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SEE YOUR DREAMS IN A WHOLE NEW LIGHT 

racks in the Wilderness of Oreamin. 
11ploring lnteri1r landscape Thraagh Practical Dr11mwork 

Robert Bosoak 

suggested by Jay Vinton to simply 
have everyone maintain the group 
list and send each comment or 
reply to everyone else on the list. 
This has worked pretty well and if 
the continually positive and en
thusiastic commen ts received 
from the dreamers at the end of 
the process contin ue, the two 
week group mail list will become 
a permanent fixture to the Electric 
Dreams community. 

"Opens the imagination- r------J~ 
a first step toward restoring a way 

' of life oriented toward dreams:' 
-THOMAS MOORE, 

AITTHOR OP Cul£ OF THE SOUL 

"A wonderful book about how to 
enter our personal dream land
scapes and a parallel inttoduction 
into Aboriginal Dreamtune:• 

- JEAN SH1NODA BOLEN, M,D., 
AUTHOR OF GODDl!SSES IN EvERYWO/!UN 

Delacorte )II [ Press 

.fm& ~• tnu1nc,:11al wlldernem 1utpr/1www,bd . 

community - but the core of the process, the dream
sharing, still needed some anchoring. 

Early in 1995 I found an on line model for dream
sharing. John Herbert had been running a variation of 
Montague Ullman sty le groups on the America Online 
(AOL) Seniomet. John had also run these groups 
earlie r on loca l Bulletin Boards or BBS and compared 
them to face-to-face groups. (5) These BBS are local 
computer networks that allow people to dial up and 
participate in var ious activities, from getting software 
to playing games, to doing genealogical research. He 
would have the participants work on one dream at a 
time, first asking clarification questions, then making 
comments in the Ullman " if this were my dream ... " 
style. At each step, the dreamer had a chance to re- . 
spond if he or she wished. Now on AOL, John uses a 
similar bulletin board style, and participants can anon
ymously post dreams and comments within the 
mediated process. His preliminary research indica tes 
that the online groups provide as much or more insight 
than face-to-face groups. Genera lly he attributes this to 
the reflective, unpressured time that dreamer and re
spondents have to make comments. 

I took this process back to the Electric Dreams 
community, modified it for e-mail and have been try
ing out variations for about a year. The first were 
round-robins, where we had one file and a list of 
participants. The file was passed around with the next 
addresses of where to send the file. As the growin g file 
passed through the mediator and dreame1; the next 
phase was enacted; from dream presentation, to clar
ification questions, to replies and comment s. It was an 
administrative nightmare. We switched to a process 
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The two week Post-and
Comment sty le dreamsharing is 
still a part of Electric Dreams and 
recently I added a special mail list 
distribution and communication 
channel to facilitate this. Inter
ested subscribers join the list and 
can not only submit dreams, but 
discuss the dreams as well as 

comments and aspects of dream interpretation in 
general. Bob Krumhansl pulls all the relevan t 
dialogues, dreams and comments together and we 
publish them for the whole community every two or 
three weeks. 

Electric Dreams continues to be a kind of eye on 
Internet for dreamers and a forum for direct dream
sharing, education and news. But even more it is a 
swarm of mutant butterflies in Cyberspace, a comm
unity experimenting with dreamsharing at its core. 
New forms of dreamsharing appear every week and 
wi th the addit ion of new technologies, even more 
forms will soon be available. 

Technological Solution 
or Social Revolution ? 

Many people are wary of the Internet and the 
promises of its being just the latest in a series of 19th 
and 20th Century technological solutions that end up 
causing more harm than good. I agree with this caution 
and feel the Net will probably bring with it more prob
lems than solu tions. Just like democracy and Rock & 
Roll. I'm afraid it is already past the point of trying to 
pack it up and send it back to National Science Foun
dation. What we can do is become involved and shape 
the way that on Hne interaction occurs. For example, 
just as with off-line dreamsharing, on line dreamshar
ing continues the valuing of inner resourcefulness, of 
intuitive perception, of supporting each person in be
ing his or her own authority in matters of mean ing and 
value and bringing those out into the community at 
large. 



I don't mean to offer online dreamsharing as 
better than off-line. I'd rather not set up a feeling of 
competition here; I personally love the physical em
bodiments of dream drama and the risky emotional 
contact and personal closeness of face-to-face meetings. 
This is just not available at this time on the Net. Rather, 
I'd like to present online dreamsharing as something 
new, opening a new niche, a new wavelength that is 
different from face-to-face dream sharing. Online 
dreamsharing complements and supports all other 
kinds of dream sharing through the more specific 
development of reflective skills and more general 
global dissemination of the benefit s of communiti es 
tied together through the sha ring of dreams. 00 
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GATES 
by John Van Daam ============ 

For nearly two decades, dr eams about living in 
the houseboats on the Sausa lito Waterfront, whic h is 
located along a two mile stretch of the North shore of 
San Francisco Bay, have been collected and published 
in a community dream journal. 

. Several peo~le help collect dreams or encourage 
their dreamy neighb ors to deposit their dreams into the 
Dream Drop. The community dream journal is typed 
up, pub lished on a mimeograph machine and distri
buted free, by a band of volunteers, to all the docks 
where the boats are berthed. 

Generally, the inhabitants of the wa terfront comm
unity have been very accepting of the idea of sharing 
their dreams in print with their neighbors and it has 
always been grea t fun putting the little journal 
toge ther. Lately, it has been published only intermitt
ently; there is an issue in the works as this article is 
being written. 

Children enjoy being a part of the journal and they 
are very seriou s about the dream entrie s the y make . In 
a lmost every case, the children make a drawing of their 
dreams and have always includ ed their ages with their 
submissions. It has always been the practice of every
one who shares a dream in the journal to include their 
name and their boat name and the dock they live on, as 
well. In fact, it was the childre n who put pressure on 
~he adults to include their ages and having ages 
included has added a further dimension of fun to our 
dreamsharing. 
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The community dream journal makes the comm
unity feel like a little village because the sharing 
dreams feels so homey, warm and trust ing. However, 
there have been times when people have been upset 
abou t other people's dreams. In mo st instances, how
ever, these upsets have been worked out. A Jot of 
dreamwork gets done right on the docks and a many 
mor~ dreai:ns get shared in ~e commun ity than get 
published in Gates. People like talking about their 
~reams and it has been said in the community that the 
Journal ha s stimulated comm unication among us and 
has h elped make people into better dream listeners. 
Seeing ~heir neig hbor's dreams in print does bring an 
aura of importance to what many folk still consider as 
the zany weirdness of the njght. 

Over the years, the commun ity has changed 
considerably, yet the spirit of fret:dom and love that 
gave birth to the houseboat way of life after WWII is 
st ill alive and everyone is still hoping someone will 
have a dream that will bring forth the formula to 
render the whole place invisible so the greedy land
lord s will stop giving everyone nightmare s by charging 
tota lly outrageous rents. And of course, it is hoped that 
magic dream will be published in the next issue of th e 
communit y dream journal. oo 

Forn snmpleccpyofo11rdreamjo11mal, send a SASE with two 
stnmps to Dream Drop, PO Box 112.3, Sausalito, CA 94966 

--



Dreaming 
Deep& 

Surfacing: 
Dreamwork Comm unity 

in Cyberspace 

by Jeremy Taylor 

A little while ago, I was app
roached by Americn-011-Li11e (AOL) to 
host a regular; live, real time, virtual 
dream group, Monday through Friday 
at 9:00 a.m. Eastern Time. I agreed to 
g ive it a try, even though it means that 
I have to be bright- eyed and bushy
tailed and in front of my computer at 
6:00am., Pacific Time .... which up until 
now has D.Q1 been my habit. 

Initially, I had some reservations 
about working dreams through this 
distinc tly cool and physically isolating 
medium: the Internet. When I imagined 
as carefully as I could what it might be 
like, I was particularly concerned tha t 
th e flat and highly com pre ssed 
computer communication form al 
might inhibit the flow of imagina tion, 
relational intimacy and mutual respect 
so necessary for good drcamwork. 

I decided to undertake a couple of 
trial runs before I agreed to host the, 
show for AOL. Barbara Viglizzo, a 
colleague and former student of mine, 
offered to set up trial meetings in 
cyberspace and recru ilec.J several 
interes ted co mputer- compe te nt 
dreamers. (Thanks, Barbara!). As we 
all met in cyberspace and began to do 
" .... if il wer e my dream" styk 
dreamwork , I was tr eme ndously 
pleased and excited to discover that 
my fears were , if not groundless, at 
least exaggerated out of all realistic 
proportion. In fact, the emotiona lly 
and physically flat formal of simui
taneous computer chat among peopk' 
in widely separated geograp hi c 
loca tions appears lo enhance many 
important elemen ts that make gmup 
explora tion of dream!> so producttw 

The fact that every participant 
appears on rhe screen identified only 
by his or her 'cyber-hand le' (email 
address) , means that the sense of safety 
and protected anonymity so necessary 
for productive dreamwork is com
plerely assured from the outset. My 
experience also convinces me that the 
necessity of compressing our questions 
and comments into two-line 'sound 
bites' in order lo send them to the 
communal screen, regularly serve to 
discourage needless verbosi ty. The 
compressed computer screen forma t 
tends lo draw us all into the work at a 
deeper level, more quickly rhan is 
sometimes the case in face-to-face 
dream groups. 

I am also very impressed with the 
sense of emo tional equality that is 
created by everyone's comments 
appearing on the screen in the same 
bland typeface, with same spacing and 
inflection , In face-to-face dreamwork, 
the comments of participants are 
always weigh ted, to some unconscious 
degree or another, by our responses to 
their physical appearance and the 
timbre and quality of their voices. 
Different people have different pre
judices about who they want to listen 
lo and take seriously and who they 
tend to 'time oul' and dismiss. On the 
screen, aU that is gently wiped away; 
all comments appear initially as equal 
and all the participants are much freer 
lo discover the potential aha! of insight 
for themselves in the various remarks, 
without unconscious prejudging of the 
person making the comment. 

This ega litarian anonymity is 
simply a given when the work is 
undert aken through connected com
puters and that alone make 'virtual 
dream groups' in cyberspace a par
ticularly good place to explore the 
multipl e meanings of dream s that 
always lie below the surface of 
appearance and rndnifesl con tent . As 
in face-to-face dreamwork , the diff
erent ide,ls and multiple perspectives 
offered by the many different peop le 
who cons titute the virtua l dream 
group , makes it even more likely that 
many more of the dream's multiple 
levels of meaning and signif icance will 
be touched on and explored in the 

work.... than would be likely to be 
touched upon working in solitude or 
even working on-to-one with a skilled 
dreamworker. 

I regularly find myself musing 
more freely and speaking more openly 
as I sit comforrably in my computer 
chair, sipping my morning coffee, 
physicaJJy much more comfortable and 
relaxed than I sometimes am when 
sitting in metal folding chairs in drafty 
church basements doing face-to-face 
dreamwork. I can on ly imagine that 
this relaxation factor has a positive 
effect on all the other parti cipants as 
well. Presumably, we are all com
fortably ensconced in our own private, 
safe, comfy, compu ter chairs, free from 
the judgment of others and thus more 
able to think and intuit creatively and 
sensitively about our own imagined 
versions of the dreams being con
sidered . 

In the virtua l dream group, people 
are free to come and go as their interest 
and energy dictates, without dis 
tracting or giving offense to other 
participants. By the same token, people 
arc much freer to simply watch and 
listen and generate their own aha's! of 
insight without participating directly 
in the process. In the cyberworld, such 
people are commonly known as 
'lurkers' and 'lurking' is a perfectly 
accep table activity in this context. 

In the virtual dream group, the 
host has even more influence over the 
process than in a face-to-face group, 
since he or she has the power to 
determine which comments go to the 
~reen for all to read .... and which will 
be 'd umped .' This has both positive 

Continued on Page 45 
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Hello Dreamer! Do You Live in Community? 

N otu ntilyesterdaywhe n I 
got a letter from the editor of Dream 
Nehvork, did I have an inklin g that 
yes, indeed, I may have 'com mun 
ity' in my life that woul d be wort h 
writing about as it relates to dream 
ing and dreamwork. The notion 
came to me after Roberta inquired, 
11 

.... do you live in a community? " 
She was prompted to this question 
by our Christmas card, a home
made 'wild and wacky' greeting 
including photo s of our who le 
family, a good friend w ho feels like 
family and our 5 cats and a dog. 

Do I live in a commu nity? 
Hmm, w hat a stran ge th ought, esp
ecially since the reason we moved 
to our home on 6 acres of woods on 
a dead -end street, was to have 
priva cy and keep people away. 

But then, for the past 3 years, 
ow· home has been open to two 
different groups - dreaming and 
drumming- and the conseq uent 
networking th at comes from having 
ongoing group s. And it's all so 
much fun! That' s why it ha s never 
felt like' community,' just as our 
fun Chris tmas card was simp ly 
'family' to me. Could it be that real 
community feels like family? It 
looks like it may be time to change 
my perception of what is 'community.' 

Even th e word' communit y' 
makes me cringe, wit h images of 
communal living ala the hippi e 
days of the' 60's, where everyone 
scr unch es in togethe1; sharing · 
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everything from bathrooms to beds 
and worst of all, each other's emo
tional garbage. Plus, you have to eat 
raw carrots every day. No siree, 
that is not the life for me. That was 
my old view and old concep ts die a 
lingering deat h. 

Then th ere came to my rescue 
the sp lendid article, Whispers and 
Murmurs, by Russell Lockh art, in 
the latest issue of DN and I became 
an instant convert to the idea of 
'commtmity life' as I read his def
initio n of commun ity as 'Gifting 
Together.' 

Now this I can relate to. There's 
no doubt in my mind that being 
privileged to have all these group s 
of delightful peop le coming to
gethe r in my life and my home is 
indeed an ongoing gilt. How did 
this all get going for me? I'm not 
sure but I know dream s played a 
big part in it. 

Way back in th e mid-80' s, r 
sketched my dr eam/v ision of a 
'Healing Arts Center' built right on 
our property. It would be a separa te 
building where people from many 
discip lines could come together and 
enjoy one another's company. I 
promptly stuck this sketc h, thi s 
'impossible dream,' in a notebook 
and forgot it. By chance (?), I found 
it recently and gasped, "Th is is 
amazingly like my new Art 
Studio ." This wonderfu l 7 Arts 
Stud io, so named after a dream I 
had man y years ago, was built for 
me this year by my husba nd, Dick. 

Yes, it's separa te from the house 
and is large enou gh for both our 
Dream and Dr ummin g groups to 
ga ther. ... and it is the place where I 
will also teach classes, including Tai 
Chi. 

And then there is the dream I 
had on August 21, 1989, titled 
"Throngs of Spiritual Seekers Come 
to The Pines." 

Where we live is called 
The Pines. In the dream .... 

.... a large bunch of people 
job onto The Pines. "This is 
private, don't you knaw, 11 I 

say to them .... not liking 
this invasion at all. But the 
people keep coming. Good 
people, saying they are 
some kind of religious 

group and thetj need a place 
to meet. And this is it! The 
paradox is that even though 

l feel inundated by these 
strangers, I also feel 

exceptionally fortunate to 
call this home. 

When l had thi s drea m, it made 
no sense to me and the though t of 
having groups invade our sanc
tuary on a regular basis was down
right repugnant. Not me! Yet, the 
seeds were sow n. 

The Pines Dream Sharers (PDS) 
group star ted over 3 years ago and 
continue s to thrive . I had no 



intention of starting suc h a group. 
Remember, I'm NOT a group 
person! All l know is that right 
before PDS emerged, I indulged 
myself in a month 's holiday at what 
I call 'a delectable slice of heaven ' 
Health Spa in Mexico. I came home 
totally relaxed and happy, yet 
ready for anything. Even before I 
lost my tan, the dream group spon
taneously came to life .... wit h no 
effort on my part. 

I did , however , have a vivid 
dream the night before our first 
dream group meeting, whe re I was 
runn ing for dear life up the side of 
a mountain to get away from this 
great flood. I made it, on ly to dis
cover a temple at the top. T felt that 
this dream was warning me to run 
like heJJ from the flood of emotional 
'stuff' that a group as intimate as a 
dream group can evoke .... not to 
take it on as my own. This sage 
inner advice has come to my rescue 
many a dream group night. 

Anot her surp rise! A few months 
after the inception of The Pines 
Dream Sharers, came the birth of 
our second monthly group, Drums 
for Fun. Now we were beating out 
primal rhythms until our hands 
throbbed and our heart s cheere d. 
'Co mmunit y' was happening and 1 
was having so much fun I didn't 
eve n notice it. I knew nothing about 
drum ming. Where did this gather
ing focus come from? 

I suspect the impetus came in 
the early 90's when those 'seeds' I 
mentioned earlier began to sprout 
in the form of a series of Pan 
Dreams, each with the insistent 
urging that J get PRIMAL. This 
mythological Goat/Man knew 
how to get me grounded: start 
drummi ng. This was a good trick, 
eve n for a Dream goat, since I'd 
never drummed before nor had any 
interest in suc h an activity. Now, of 
course, I love it so much, as do 
many others, that we drum twice a 
month. I realize now that the 
'grou nding' drumming provides is 
a perfect complement to the inner 
heights to which dreamwork 
elevates one. 

OK, ii is now 3 years later and 
the groups have taken off and are 
'outgrow ing' our small living room 
space. We've had times when we 
were packed in so close that sar
dines-In-a-can were jealous. Yet 
once again, Providence -o r some
thing - came along and my new, 
wonderful large art studio was built 
this year. A true 'com munity ' 
b~ilding, if there ever was one. 

Outing the 6 months it took to 
build 7 Arts Studio, I had many 
dreams about expansion and 'go ing 
global.' This last image greatly 
puzzled me until recently, when I 
got into cyberspace wit h my Macin
tosh compute r and modem. Viola! 
Anothe r form of 'co mmunity' has 
begun to emerge ..... no less than the 
whole planet. This is gett ing really 
exciting! 

Eventually, I'd like to have my 
own Web page relating to drea m
sharing and look forward to email
ing all over the wor ld, exchanging 
ideas with other dream seekers. Yes 
if this is w hat comm unity is, / want 
more of it! And you know, the neat
est part of all? I can do all this from 
my own private 6 acres in the 
woods, where I st ill have plenty of 
time to myse lf and don't have to eat 
raw carrots every day. oo 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • 
••••• 

Norec11 isn,1 e11n111e/ n11d stnincd glnss 
nrtist n11d n certified Crnphormnlyst, ns well 
ns co11nil1111111g editor to the Dream 
Network. She hns studied Tni Chi for 13 
yen rs n11d will tench this nnd other 
discipli11es i11 her new 7 Arts St11dio, which 
nlso houses The Pi11es Dream Shnrers nnd 
Dno11s Jor r1111, groups thnt nreope11 ton//. 
Noreen welcomes 11011r commems or 
inquiries. P/cnst' address correspo11de11ce to 
5429 Overlook Drive, Milford, OH 45150. 
Phonc(513)831-70-l5. email: 
Noreen FW(!mol.com. 

Be~~eller in t~e Dream cate~ory 

"Aioong tht many books whic~ offer wight inlo the llllaning of 
drelll!I symbols, I find M.1. TM ls /Q bt tht most apprrxrchabk 
and ustfut tlpfcially for beginning and intenntdiate 
explortrs on this palk" 

H. Rcbefta Ossana, M.A. 
edi1ot, O!eam Netwolk Journal 

Solt cover• ISBN 0-945027-02-8 • 380 pages • $14.95 

Available at your 
bookseller or 

4 SPARROW HAWK PRESS 
(800) 386-7161 

Your Aura 
In Full Color ✓ 

Aura Cameras 
Like the before and after photos above 
your clients can see lnstanUy the results 
of their healing, In full color ! Healers 
and therapist In over 15 countries use 
our aura Imaging equipment with great 
success. The cameras are popular at 
healing centers, mediation retreats and 
new age book stores. 

To host a camera 11 your store or event or lor 
more lnlormallon on purchasing a camera call 

Call 1 800 321-Aura 
Pro0en Co .. Industry Leaders Since 1970 
319 Spruce St., Redwood City, CA 94063 
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I[]) rr re rm 1J1J1], JI 1J1J, § .i rr re rd/, IP (D) re ftrr 
transcribing dreams 

I 

I was at a beach, I don't know 
why the dream was there, but 
it was, the dream I mean. And 
you were there, and your family 
too, and at one point your little 
sister, the one th at isn't so little 
anymore, pulled me to the side 
and told me she was pregnant. 
She loved her boyfriend, she 
couldn't have an abortion, she 
didn't want to tell her parents. 
And she told me, and I didn't 
know wha t to do. Later in the 
dream, stiJl at the beach, she 
told you, and your parents, and 
you were screaming that you 
were going to kill her boyfriend, 
and your mother was babbling 
what would the neighbors think 
and your father was speech less. 
And I know that all of you were 
hurting her more, that what she 
needed most was supportive 
words, someone to hold her. 
Didn't you think she was scared 
enough, J wanted to ask. But 
l didn't, I watched all of you 
do this to her, the poor little girl. 
How scared she must have been 

transcribing dreams .... 
he told me his dreams .... & 
she told me her dreams ... . 
appearing on these two pages by 

Janet 'JQuJpers 
3255'West 'lJoUett, Suit<' 3~ 
Cfric.aJJo, IL 60647-2559 
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transcribing dreams 

II 
me and my sister and my 
mother were driving at night 
and we were approaching 
ans-curve in the street. 
We had to turn right, drive 
a half block, then turn left. 
When we took the comer 
there was a fire in the 
building right in front of us, 
and there were all these 
fire trucks and ladders and 
water spraying through the 
ait: And we could n' t turn 
around and go back, we had 
to drive past this, and the 
car got faster and faster, 
I felt like I was being thrown 
toward the inferno . And I 
saw firemen that were on 
ladders on the second and 
third floors being thrown 
away from the building by 
the flames, falling, screa ming, 
fal ling to their deaths. And we 
sped around the corner, my 
sister was falling out of th e 
car as we took the turn so 
fast. She was holding on to 
the frame of the car and we 
watched firemen fall from 
the sky, and I sat in the center 
of th e backseat , not knowing 
what to think, watching it au 

he told me his dreams 

II 
he was in bed, but 
it wasn't with her, like 
he would expect: it was 

with her be st friend, and 
they were making love, in 
his bed. he didn't realize 

it wasn't her until he 
was making love. strange; 
where was she in the dream 

he told me his dreams 

III 
he was making love to a 
woman, he didn't know 
who, he thought she was 

blonde. They were in a forest 
together, he thinks. And when 
they were done, he was 

with herlater, but she wasn't 
the same woman anymore; in 
fact, she was his cousin. Why 

does he keep having dreams 
like this, he asks me, am I 
obsessed with sex? No, I 

said, just look closely. Why 
do you think things are 
never as they seem 

he told me his dreams 

V 
they were trying to kill 
me again, why am I 
always running away 

from them? they had guns, 
they had pistols, machine 
guns, as they always 

do, and I only had my 
feet to keep me away 
and save me. I 

could feel the bullets 
riddling my body. who 
are they, why do I 

always have to run away; 
even in my own dreams, 
who am I nmning from 



she told me her dreams on the floor of the garage he told me his dreams 
I and my other brother was 

VI 
we were at some sor t of showi ng 

looki ng down into it 
and I sat there in the labyrinth in the recurring dream some sort of exhibit 

during my childh ood where they were displaying the glass for the garage was filled I was on a sor t of game show; with a tall maze 
scu lpture, it was eighty-three 

and we all had to get through :mu every time I wo uld 
billlon years old, and it was be taced with three doors 
more smooth than anything ii in ord er to leave the to choose from. They 

and it went on and on, one smooth 
garage 

always had the same things 
curve after another 

but there was a dragon 
behind them. The first 

it was so old in the garage with us, and time I had the dream 

they disp layed it on the water 
every dream was my I asked for door number 

was it a lake, or the ocean 
brothers, looking ou t the three. Behind the door was a 

it rested on the water, religiously window, looking into the desolate hill with a tree 

and I was in the water with someone 
darl-..ness, and then all of on the top. 1 would then 
us runnin g for our lives chmb the hill, climb the tree a man, I don't know who 

if I could, just to see if and we were swimming around ii , 
he told me his dreams there was something else. 

touchlng it 
VII Noth ing . Just a hill, just a 

he was on the other side, told tree . Other nights w hen I 
me to swim under it 

when I was little would dream ot it 1 would 
I didn't think I could make it across I wou ld have dre ams go back to the hill, find a 
but I went under, acorss I went where T found riches: wooden ladder at the tree, 

I kept feeling the sides, the smoothness a large rare, expensive climb it and find a fort to 

somehow, transcribed along the 
gold coin, a pile of play in. But that was all, s till 
money hidden in a cave so lonely. On other occasions 1 

sides of the sculpture, was a 
would choose door number two. timeline, a record of history And the one thing I 
Behind ii was a dark tunnel , remember most is that 

there's wa sn' t mudt al eig hty-three I always wanted to take a sca ry tunnel; there was a 
billion years ago, but there was light at the end of it, but I 
more and more the closer we got it back with me; I knew would never get that far. I 

to present 
I was dreaming, anJ I would try to go through the 
would think, "God, 

I remember reading Lyndon tunnel , but I only go t a 
Johnson's name, and then I saw please, I just want to strange feeling. Was there 

information about the future 
have this gold co in when anything there at the end? 

it was all on the glass, I was 
I wake up." And [ 

Sometimes in the dream l 
looking at it, but I can't remember would try to hold the would choose door number 

treasure firmly in my one. Behind it was a great 
what it says hand, wak~ myse lf Walt Disney World amusement 

she told me her dreams only to find lightly park, even better than 

clenched fists. Once I even that. And there were t'Oller 

III remember putting coasters, and lots of food . 

this is my recurring dream: the wea lth under my 
ft was my favorite door. 
But sometime s I had no choice lam in a garage pillow in my dream , and 
which door I got. Sometime::, with my two brothers, there then I would wake. 

is a window near the top of 
[' d notice more detail s, bul 

My instinct told me to it was always those three 
one of the sides turn over my pillow as doors, the deso laticll\, the and one of my brothers is soon as I could . There 

fear, and the rewardi.. the 
looking through it. there was was never anything there doors were alway:, the same 
also a drainin rate 
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Interview with Susan Watkins, Cont'd from p. 15 

breeze, the notion flitted across my 
mind that ii was too bad nobody 
had recorded their dreams the night 
before that fire. How interesting it 
would have been to compare! 

And then all al once, from one 
moment to the next, all of these pro
jects clicked together, a crack opened 
in the sky and the idea to collect 
dreams from people in Dundee and 
compare those dreams with daily 
life - to document unofficial history 
- fell out and hit me on the head : 
BONK! 

I was in a un ique position in 
that time and place to do this . By 
then I'd been a newspaper edi tor/ 
reporter for long enoug h that 
everyone was more or less used lo 
my asking questions and writing 
abou t comm-unity even ts and 
controversies. I had comple te access 
to the newspape1; so I could 
announce my project, keep track of 
daily goings -on and write about my 
results as I pleased . Also, I thought 
that people would trust me to 
protect their Identities, since I'd 
done so faithfully f_n the past. I also 
thought tha t 1 could do all of this ob
jectively, from a reporter's position 
of non-involvement. I was dead 
wrong abou t that one - much of the 
book springs from my private exper
ience - but the delusion gave me 
enough courage to go ahead with 
the impuls e. 

] wrote up a piece aski ng for 
dreams and ran it in lhe Observer for 
several weeks. All I Wi:tnled initially 
was Friday night dreams. I thought 
this was attainable , since Satur day 
mornings might be less harried for 
mosl than the resl of the week. r said 
that I wanted to compare dreams 
with daily even ts and that I was in
terested in precognitive element s. I 
took out a post office box and 
waited for the floodgates to open, or 
nol. And simu ltan eously, I received 
less than I expected and more than I 
could have imagined. 

People did send me written 
dreams, but Lhe one thing I hadn't 
anticipated - the wonderful, de
lightful, astonishing thing - was 
that the majority of responses were 
spon tane ous face•to-face encounters 

in every nook and corner of the vill
age. I had just assumed that nobody 
would want to talk about trus sluff 
head-on . I was stopped on the st reet, 
in the hardware store, in the post 
office and su ·permarket checkout line, 
af ter board meetings, in my drive 
way - everywhere - by people 
eager to tell me their absolutely 
amazing dreams and experiences. 
Folks from all walks of life did this: 
Local politicians, real estate brokers, 
farmers, unwashed hermits , domes, 
lie engineers, artists, even - to my 
bigges t personal surprise - two of 
the local ministers . People still do 
this. Even in the village where I do 
most of my business now, where 
Dreaming Myself isn' t "known" as it 
is in Dundee, people tell me their 
dreams. 

How do they know? 

And I jusl want to add here that I 
didn't do "dreamsharing" with this 
information; that wasn't my in itial 
purpose. 1 kept these records to my
se lf, with the exception of an occas
ional Observer column on the subject, 
until I wrole the book some years 
later . Under ihe s urface, it was all 
"shared" anyway. But in the usual 
terms, nobody knew wha t was going 
on except me. 

Essentially, this was the on ly 
way that people would fee l comfort
able eno ugh to participate .... but 
more than that, J just wasn't sure 
what I had even after I'd collected ii, 
For this and other reasons, the book 
Itself took a lmos t eight yea rs to put 
toget her. 

DNJ: What was the most 
inspirational incident that 
occurred as a result? 

Susan Watkins: The most 
inspirationa l - maybe the bPller 
word is educational - incident, or 
inciden ts, was that the individuals I 
least expected to care aboul such 
things as dreams were almost always 
the ones who had the most vivid 
Jream life and the most unabashed 
manner of relating it. This included a 
range of stereotype-bus ters from the 
aloof MBA-educated bank CEO who 
called me on the phone with past-life 
memories, of all thing s (and some 
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years later gav e me a mortgage 
without requiring a down payment) 
lo the unemployed former hog 
farmer who'd left school in the 8th 
grade and had r-emcmbered dozens 
of dreams every night since he was a 
child. 

Not one of my respondents had 
ever set foot inside an "ESP" class. 

1 wish I'd been better acquainted 
with the area Amish and Mennonite 
communities at the time. I'd love to 
find ou t what their collective dreams 
are like. 

DNJ: The most u11comfortable? 
Susan Watkins: Other than my 

initial fears about exposure and 
ridicule, something all writers have 
to deal with no matter wha t the 
subjecl matter, r never experie nced 
any undue discomfo1·t, unless you 
want to count bafflement and 
speechlessness with anyo ne local 
who talked to me th en or later about 
their dreams. 

Occasionally someone would 
relate tales of incredible disasters in 
their lives, which made me feel 
awkward and ashamed, bul this 
wasn't their fault. Whatever truly 
uncomfortable moments ['ve had 
along thes e lines has almost without 
exception occurred when people 
from elsewhere track me down in a 
certain predatory kind of way . Fan 
mail I love, b u t...! I wrote above one 
s uch encoun ter in Dreaming Myself, 
so at least it proved useful. Still, this 

sort of th ing never ceases to appall 
me. 

DNJ: The most meaningful, in 
your perceptio11, fo, · the 
community, itself? 

Susan Watkins: The most 
meaningful lhing about this project 
for the community? Well, I hesitate to 
speak for the good people of Dundee , 
but probably the recognition that not 
only was I interested in dreams but 
that I thought them important 
enough to pul in a book was mutual
ly important. !' d like to think that the 
initial collection of dreams - and 
later the book- sparl<ed off some
thing inside everyone, me included. 
It was a community crea tion. Most of 
all, J discovered that my "peculiar'' 



interests had a place in the world at 
large. This is no sma ll realiza tion. 

Whenev er any individu al begins 
lo trust inheren t characteris tics, the 
community as a whole does likewise. 
This goes for any individual or set of 
characteristics, of course. 

DNJ: You commented in your 
book that during the time you 
were collecting dreams -and 
since-your perception is that 
most people have a natural in
clination toward understanding 
and utilizing information from 
their dreams .... everyone from 
public officials to farmers. 
Would you elaborate? 

Susan Watkins: When peop le 
talked with me about their d reams, 
they often prefaced their accounts by 
say ing, "I don't know w ha t lhis 
means, but.. ." and then would go on 
to summarize the "meaning " per
fectly, sometimes obliquely, almost 
always with a measure of embarr
assment. Too many of us have been 
taught to think that aulhori ty figures 
know more abou t us than we do . 
Less than any encultu red notion that 
dreams were craz y or evil, people 
who talked to me seemed to feel that 
because they weren't some kind of 
"expert," their own dream inlerpre
tations couldn 't possibly be any 
good. (Unfor tuna tely, too many "ex
perts" share this belief.) 

Most times, all it took was a little 
prodding on my pa rt, or a suggest
ion or two and people would say, 
"Yes, that's what I thought it meant , 
and besides that.. ." or "Maybe what 
it really means is that ... " and then 
they'd go on to give me beau tiful, 
canny pieces of self-insight that took 
my brea th away, listening. 

Most times aJI I had to say was, 
''What do you think ii means? '' 

They always knew. 
The fact that I didn ' t laugh or try 

to impose on their obvious "natural 
knowing," and that they dlso didn't 
laugh and were willing 10 ope n up to 
me in this way was the mc1trix that 
made the whole thing work 

Anyone who thinks that the 
masses lead lives of dream less des
peration has a lot to le.un I certainly 
did. Still do . Maybe someday I' ll Jo d 

sequel. 

DNJ: Dreams, sy11chro11icity a11d 
Jollowi11g your instinct/impulse 
were prime movers iii this under
taki11g. Are you still on that 
path? 

Susan Watkins: I still follow my 
impuls es and keep track of dreams 
and coincidence, though not with any 
particula r project in mind al the 
moment. Impulses are what started 
me writing a humorous gardening 
column for the Observer in 1989. This 
eventually leJ to my latest book, 
Garden Madness, just published by 
Fulcrum Press. 

A very odd and - when you 
think abou t it - obvious impulse 
whacked me in the forehead one 
morning not long ago and I've been 
collect ing dreams and interviews 
with Jane Roberts for a memoir I 
hope lo wri te eventually. I just fin
ished a huge novel of "da rk magic 
realism" about the antiq ues trade, 
which I dabble in imp,tlsively 
whenever sitling in fron t of my 
computer begins lo drive me mad. I 
even bought a dog on impulse; he 
was on sale at the mall, so how could 
I not? This was a distinct departure 
for a cal person but ii worked ou t 
perfectly. Now l have a two-year- old 
around the house again, only this 
time I can shu t him in the lau ndry 
room and leave. What fun! 

Consciousness is an adventure-
your own and eve ryone's. This inter
view WdS an adventure, too, and I 
thank Drcnm Ne/work for asking me lo 
contribute . 

Dream on! 
DNJ: Thunk you very much for 
being willing to share your uni
que project a11d experie11ce with 
us, Susan. (iC 

Drca111iugM31scif. Dreami11gATow11 
cnn t,e ordered in any l>ookstore or direcll}I 
from Kendall & Delisle Books Inc., 1976 
·west .3rd SI., Brookly11, NY 11223-2709, or 
from Renli~J Change 111ngnzi11e, Setlt 
Network /11ternnlio11n/1 P.O. Box16W, 
E11~e11e,OR. 

• Setfl Network /11temnrio11nl hns 
rrce11t111 n111101111ced pln11s lo pul1/islr 
pnpcrliflck reprints of Gmversntio,15 n~1d lo 
pmd11ce1111dinbonksofboth Conversotwns 
nnd Drenmwg Mysc/f." later lfris yenr. 

AVALON 
INSTITUTE 
Jungian and Archetypal 

Psychotherapy 
Ce rtificate and Graduate 

Level Training 

Coursework in: 
• Myth, Archetypes & Culture 
• Body, Dreams & Soulwork 
• Alchemy & Psychothe rapy 
• Archety pal Medicine & Bodywork 
• Soul Descent & Dark Goddess 

Accredited M.A. available 
External Mentor Prog ram 

Summer Intensive 

Contact: Charles Bebeau , Ph.D. 
Cher Bebeau , M.A. 

3985 Wonderland Hill Avenue 
Boulder , Colorado 80304 

(303) 443-4363 

International 
Dream Conference 
The Association for 
the Study of Dreams = 
Berkeley, CA r"~ 
July 9-13, 1996 ii~ 
Spend 1-4 days or Berkeley's Claremont Hotel 
ond Spa with the world's foremost experts ond 
authors in the field of dreams. ASD's 13th 
Annual Conference offers dozens of workshops 
and seminars for mental health and health 
professionals, educators, artists and anyone 
interested in understanding the wisdom of 
their dreams. 

Presenters include Jane Singer, Patricia Garfield, 
Stephen LaBerge, Robert Bosnak, Jeremy Taylor, 
Gayle Delaney, Ernest Hartmann, Stanley 
Krippner, and many others. Conference and day 
rates. CE credits ovoilable. For inlonnatton or 
lo receive a detailed brochure coll: 

510/ 869·4066 
or email: ASDR£AMS@AOL.COM 
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Tracks in the Wtlderness of Dreaming; 
Exploring interior landscape 
through practical dream work. 

by Robert Bosnak 
Delacorle Press/ISBN 0-385-31526-0 

24.0 pages 

"My insecure Western conscio usness has to 
learn to adapt to a more primitive realm withi n" says 
lhe auth or. His book is a ma sterpiece of dialectic and 
exploration in bot h the real wor ld of <laity conscious
ness and the real world of our dreams. The narrative 
follows "Robbie" through his dream practicums in the 
States, all the way to the Austra lian outbacks where he 
sits and enters into the reality of the ngankari (sha man) 
and back to America to face remarkably similar dream s 
in his clients. His teach ings are fresh, insightful and 
well documented. His book ends with a particularly 
b rave sharin g of the inner landscape of his dreams over 
the ''w ilderness " period in his life following the death 
of his father, until he comes face to face, in the other 
world, wit h the father of dreamwork, Freud. There the 
author takes his small step for man and giant leap for 
humanity: breaking from the psychologica l traditi~n 
that wou ld have dreams only serve the conscious life, 
Bosnak declares th at to the dreamer all realities are " as 
valid" one as the other. As the ancients have taught, we 
do indeed live in a multidimens ional un iverse. Bosnak 
blend s the yin and yang styles of a tru e storyte ller, 
teaching and delighting every step of the way. 

Tracking the Go ds: 
TI1e Place of Myth in Modern Life 

by James Hollis 

In this book,James Hollis explores the mean• 
ing and effect of mythology on the process of individ
uation in an adu lt's midlife passage. He visits the 
11 parent" myths of the Eternal Return (the great circle -
mother myth) " In the beginning is my end" and the 
hero myth (the male war rior myth) the arrow energy 
w hich se ts any person off on their own journey, He 
revisi ts lesse r known myths (Admetus and Alcestis, 
Philem on and Baucis, Dido and Anneas, among 
others), outstanding personages (Faust, Dostoevsky, 
Nietzsche, Kafka) and pat hology as it relates to myth • 
ology. He ends wi th a disserta tion on relationship and 
the soul journey concluding that 1'so ulwork is myth 
work" I particul arly enjoyed his methodical approach 
to pathology in human development. 

Published by Inner City Books/ ISBN 0-919123-69-4 
Box 1271 Station Q Toronto Canada M4T 2P4 

Phone (416) 927-01!15 Fax (416) 924-1814 
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Redefining Success : 
Women',s Unique Paths 

by Nancy Johnson 

I 

Sybyl Publications/ISBN 0-9638327-5-1 
October 1995 224 pages 

We all have a dream. Some of us grow int o that 
dream, some of us fall into it willy -niUy, affected by 
the handmaid of fate. Redefining Success tells the 
story of 24 Orego n wome n w ho have" made it" as 
teachers, nurses, miltisters , shop owne rs, judges and 
politicians, ranc hers, and senior citizen home directors. 
The stories are shor t, punchy, we ll writt en and 
inspirin g to read. I fail to see however how the title 
fits. These are all women who have mad e huge 
personal sacr ifices in their persona l and family lives in 
order to serve the work ethic. How is that redefining 
success? What's extraordina ry is how global and 
sensitiv e these wome n take on previously masculine 
mandates, and for that we will all reap the fruits of a 
bette r world from their effor ts. They are the person
ification of collaborat ion and communit y mindedness . 
But the uniquene ss of most of these caree r choices 
escapes me. Is success then on ly mea sured by position 
in the organ ization, or size of congr egation, or aca
demic height? That seems too traditiona l for me! 
Conspic uously mjssing were women mystics, mothers 
at home, volunteers, writers, tarot card readers, etc. 
Women who choose part time employme nt to create 
more balance in their lives do so on ly at the cost of 
success, it wo uld seem . Perhap s it is indeed time to 
redefine success. 

An Dun ... (Calming the Emotions) 
CD 51 :59' 1991 

and Qigong Massage Music, 1994 
Wind Records, Taipei Taiwan 

Tired of taking pills to lessen anxieties of 
modern life? Now you can listen your way to better 
health using ancien t Chinese interna l medicine sound 
therapy . An Dun is a ser ies of Chin ese compos itions 
which are based on the "origin of disease" in the 
''Yellow Emperor' s Classic of Internal Medicine " which 
is II designed to calm the strong emo tions, leading to a 
more balanced and hea lthy mind and body ." It' s 
compan ion, the more recen t Qigo ng Massage, is mu sic 
to touch others by. Both are ve ry effect ive at creating 
an environment of peace ful and serene activity. Both 
come with a printed guide to explain the techniques of 
Chinese sound therapy and ma ssage respective ly. 
They were described as weird by my teenagers, and 
otherw orldly by my sister, but I have to confess that 
they've grown on me! 

Music International Corp. Pub licReJations 
(800)414-9678 or /Fax (.303) 444-9122 / muslki nll@ml.com 

Review Editor Contact Information: Suzanne Nadon, Maples tone, 
RR/11 Owen Sound, Ontario , N4K SN3 Canada . 

l'hon f.' Sl'l /3 72--01 Zt or 519 / 371-6060. E,.Mail Maplestone@;entex.net 



DREAMING THE END 
OF THE WORLD 

MICHAEi ORTIZ Hill 

New from SPRING PUBLICATIONS 

Dreaming the End of the World; 
Apocalypse as a Rite of Passage 

Michael Ortiz. Hill examines over a hundred dreams about 
apoca lypse. These dreams express our fears, but what else? 
There is a world underneath our daily lives in which the 
mysteries of death and rebirth take place. The dream world 
outlines an archetypal process of initiation . This book is an 
indispensable companion for those who want to practice the 
art of living in an apocalyptic era. 

''A pawcrfully hat111H11g nnd courageous book, awakening a radiant 
and merciful hetzrt, bringing light into the darkness." 

... Jack Kornfield, author of A Path Wjth Heart 
To order copies of DREAMING THE END OF THE WORLD at a 
disco1111t price, please send $17.50, check payable to TREE, PO Box 
186, Topanga. CA 90290. CA residents ndd 8.25% tax. 

So, You \Vanna 
Be A Dreamer? 

Of cou.rse, you already are! 

The Dream Catcher is a cassette tape 
with powerful auto-suggestions that will 

enhance your dream experience. Simply 
listen ro this tape as you fall asleep ar 

night and you will cntt:h more dreams, 
more vividly than ever before. 

'Ihe ©ream.Catcher 

$1922 
plus '2lll shipping and handling 

Send check or fJloney order 10: 

V&Sioo Quest, P.O. Box 331, Dilan IL 61021 

DIVINI1Y • METAPHYSICS 

NATUROLOGY • p ARAPSYCHIC SCIENCE 

Learn how to help yourseif and others be healthy in body, mind and spirit. 

The American In stitute of Holistic Theology offers 
nonsecu lar college degree programs through home study. 

You can t:!am these degrees: 

• Doctor of Divinity (D.D) 
• Dodor of Philosophy in 

Naluro logy (Ph.D.) 
• Doctor of Philosopl1y i11 

Metaphysics (Ph.D.) 
• Doctor of Philosophy in 

Parapsychic Science (Ph .D.) 

Learn how to build an,l 

maintain a private health 

practice leaching the universal 

laws of health ,mrl healing. 

For a free ca la log, call 

1-800-949-IIEAL 
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JUNGIAN 
DREAM INTERPRETATION 
AHandbookofTheory & Practice 
James Hall, M.D. 128pp. Sewn $US 15 

THE DREAM STORY 
Donald Broadribb 256pp. Sewn $US 18 

Add $2 postage for 1 or 2 books 

Credit Cards: Toll-free 1-800-444-2S24 

Free Catalogue describes over 60 titles 

INNER CITY BOOKS (D) 
Box 1271, Station Q, 

Toronto, ON M4T 2P4, Canada 

'1Jreams ••.. 
Allegorical Stories of 

M~clmport 
Author/Publisher: Charles de Beer 

Umtentweni, South Africa 

This book has received very favorable 
~views, internatio.nally in .Dre11m 
~.k Jour.1161, Jikwsletrer ofQ,pe 
Jbwo /,od,¥e, laatr Space .Digest 11.0d dJe 
SdJool afCatzurzlllliartion T«:/JIJoJ. 

DREAMS 
DREAMS 
DREAMS 
DREAMS 
DREAMS 
DREAMS 

DRBAMS 
D&IIAIU -

--•llfmo_, 
.......... 

Af2if 11ble t./Jrolf8/J .DIY!!IUl1 M:t:work 
$11 (10.dadcs P&B) to PO Box 10'26 

Moab. UT 84532 

Dream Commun ity-In-Extension. Cont'd from page 27 

love circulates through the group and 
flows out into the world, in healing. 

ln looking back over the past 
three years, the most important 
aspec ts of our work for me have 
been the complete trust, support 
and unconditional acceptance we 
each bring to the group process. We 
respect and affirm our differences· 
we allow for not knowing. What ' 
alone might be hard or impossible 
to face becomes possible to deal 
wi th in a loving environment. A 
community of friends is empower
ing; in ti.mes of darkness, it is a 
source of strength and in times of 
light , it is a source of joyfu l com
panionship .. Becoming part of this 
community of three has been a 
wonderful, enriching experience 
whic h added new dimensions to 
my life. It has been and is a gift I 
cherish deeply. 

- Joy, Gudrun and Curt-
The dreamworkof this sma!J 

community of three - based on 
bonds of respect, trust, openness of 
change, discrimination and focused 
intention - has moved us closer to 
the human community as a whole. 
For within ourselves, we have met 
and faced the human condition 
which has deepened our 
und erstanding of human frailty and 
strength. We have learned a little 
more about the nature of love and 
comp assion, a little more about 
tolerance based on 
understandin g .... and we have been 
humb led by the guidance received. 
In the whole process of unfolding, 
the Dream Network Journal has 
played an important role. From a 
sma ll group of three, we have 
become part of a larger community. 
Thank you all!!! oo 

JUNGIAN SUMMER SEMINAR IN SWITZERLAND 

[ Jung & Healing ] 
July 29 • August 10, 1996 

JUNGIAN WINTER SEMINAR IN SWITZERLAND 

I ~lllla ~ ;;61trknL.SJ I 
January 6 • 18, 1997 

These seminars offer the opportunity for intensive study of analytical psychology 
~d personal reflection as part of an eclectic group. Faculty members are intema• 
ttonally·known European analysts and scholars. 

For further information please contact: 

Jungian Seminars 
190 Westbrook Road, Essex, Connecticut 06426, USA 

Telephone: (860) 767-3533 or (800) 258-3533 Fax: (860) 767-2746 
E-mail: jungsems@aol.com 
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Jeremy Taylor, cont'd' fr/ pg. 35 

and negative implications. All the 
usual problems of diffe1ing levels of 
sop histi ca ti on and se riousness 
among participants that often arise 
inface-to-facedreamworksti llexists 
in cyberspace but the comp ut er 
form a tallows the host to keep people 
from interrupting one ano ther, or 
' hogg in g' the space with pon 
derous monologues, as sometimes 
occurs in face-to-face dream groups. 
Balanced against this, of course, is 
the problem of tlte host's 'counter
transference' issues. The uncon
scious biases and assumptions of the 
host have even more influence over 
theproductivityof the group process 
than in face-to-face dreamwork, 
precisely because the host has so 
much more influence and control 
over the flow of communication 
among the participants. 

Albert Einstein was fond of 
saying that " ..... if you can't explain 
what you are doing to an intelligent 
ten-year-old, you probab ly don't 
know what you are doing ... .'' This 
principle of simp lifying and clari
fying even the most abstruse and 
emerging intuitive understanding s 
regularly comes into play in coin
puterconnected dream-work. Some 
of the lyric poetry may be lost in the 
process but the haiku remains. 

If you, or anyorn~ you know, is 
interested in participating in this 
fascinating new way of exploring 
the multiple meanings nnd possi
bilities of your dreams, here's how 
you can pull the group up on your 
screen: 

Log onto AOL 
Go to Keyword: HUB 

Choose ENTER 
Go to CHANNEL ZERO 
Go to PROGRAM GUIDE 
Choose DREAM GROUP 

The' dream show' also has ;t 24-
hour bulletin board, where you can 
leave your dreams, comments and 
questions at any time. I check tht 
bulletin board regularly for material 
toworkwithduringthl! regulardaily 
' live' dream group. :r. 

TMArtof 
Dream Sharing 

& 

Developing 
Dream Groups 

A 44 page Booklet 
containing the best educational 

articles on the topic 
from Dream Network. 

$5 each(+ $1 P&H) 
to DN, POB 1026, Moab, UT 84532 

Empower Yourself! 
You Can Leant to 

Remember & Understand 
Your Dreams 

Dre.am Education & 
Information Line 

• Intentional Dream Recall 
• Recurring dreams? 

Why the re-run? 
• Why nightmaces are to be 
valued. not feared. 
• The various types of dreams/ 
the variety of purposes they serve. 
• Learn a technique called 
dream io(;U/J6tio.a . 

.... and more .... 
You are Advised a.s to the length of Lime (in 
minutes) or listening to any or 9 Opcions. 

Phone 1-900-988-2122 
Extension 6354 

$2.99 per minute/Must be 18yrs.+ 

HEARTSONG 
VISION QUESTS 

SEEK YOUR PURPOSE 

LIVE YOUR MYTHIC 
JOURNEY 

for more information send SASE to: 
-..)!u.t 7616 35th St W @j 

· i · Tacoma WA 98466 

We have 
the full line of 

Traditions of Tao 
Products 

(a Chinese Herbal Food) 
& 

Blue-Green Algae 
For Sale 

along with 
Network Marketing 

& 
lndependant Distrubutor 

Opportunities. 

Increase your own health 
and well-being, 

encourage others to do the 
same and go into busines s 

.... a t an affordable cost. 

One full month supply 
of the recommended 

products from 
either line PLUS 

Network Marketing 
capabilities : 
Only ~$120 

If interested, 
please contact us at 

(801) 259-5936 
or write PO Box 1026, 

Moab , UT 84532 
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* Regional Networkers/Dream Contact Persons * 
We are grateful to be able to assist in making quality dream-related information and resources available to you via the 

willingness of th.ese Contact persons/Networkers. All are committed to the value of dreams; each has their own area of 
interest and/ or expertise and can help point the way to the most appropriate resources to meet your needs. Most are available 
to answer questions from any caller, regardle~ of location. 

Some Networkers have special conditions, such as limes they ate availab le for phone conversations. Please respect eacb 
individual's requests insofar as time availability. If no specific time is indicated, assume that you can call at anytime and that 
you may gel an answering machin e. When leaving a message on a long distance call, expect a collect call in return. 

A..EfilCA 
Charles de 'Beer PO Box 598 
Umtentweni 4235, South Africa 
Dream "Readings• via writhm 
correspondence to above 
address. Wol'ldwide 

ALASKA 
Susan Fredericks 907/983-2324 
Jungian, Dream Groups, Info 
Skagway, Stale of Alaska 
Tima Priess 907/479.6553 
Animals/Planetary Healing 
Billie Jo Secrist 907/789.2669 
General Resources & Info 
Juneau 

CAUFORNlA 
Bay Area Dreamworkers Group 
(BADG) 415/ 827-4663 
% Ana Ma1ie Fortin 
Info & Resources Oil" Regional 
Networking for Dreamworker., 
Marcia Lauck 408/264.4970 
Dreams & Consciousness 
SF Bay Area/USA 
Novato Center for Dreams 
Jill Gregory, Director 
Prefer M·F 10am - IOpm 
415.897.7955 or 415.898.2559 
Extensive Dream Re$ources 
San Francisco Bay Area, CA 
Ruth Sacksteder SJ0/549.2162 
Lucid Dreaming 
7- 9 p.m. PacifieTim~ Sf, CA 

CANADA 
Jan Janzen 
Dox 437, Tofino, B.C. V0R 220 
Lucid, hypnogogic, fibetan 
Written communication only 
Canada/ Internationa l 
Suzanne Nadoo 519/371.6060 
C1•eativily & Lifestyle, Jung 
Ontario/Native Community 

FLORIDA 
Will Phillips 407/296.5771 
General Resou1,ces, Groups 
Florida/U.S.A 

FRANCE 
Joseph Natuzzi Ph: 93-97-39-81 
Riviera Dream Group 
Nice France 06000 
101 S63.2755@compuserve.com 

GEORGIA 
Wall Stover 404/565,6215 
General Resources, Pre,Cog 
SoulhEastern Slate:, 

GERMANY 
Michael Schredl (06 21) 1703--0 

General info/ resources, groups 

Preferred language, German 
6pm • 7pm Mon-Fri 
Germany, Aush•ia & Switzerland 

HAWAII 
Frances Ring 801:1/637.9241 
Dream Art, Cnslr. lnfo&Gruups 
I lawailan blonds 

ILLINOIS 
Gail Arrenholz-Roberta 
)14/947-0903 
Dream Groups, Creativity 
Saint Charles Area, LL 
Geoff Akin 708/365·0771 
& Dennie Kedzorski 
Dream Groups/ r.cleclic 
State of Illinois 

lNDlANA 
Phil Schumnn 219/422.5133 
Genera I resources, researcher 
State of lnJiana 

KANSAS 
Steve Carter 316/263.8896 
General ResourCl'l\ & Groups 
M/T h/F r eves; Sat. p.m. 
Kansa~/No. Oklahoma 

MARYLAND 
Sherie J-lealey 410/465-0010 or 
J-800-235-8097 Anytime 
Dream Groups, General Jnfo 
Slate of Maryland 

MASSACHUSETTS 
Edith Gilmore 508/371.1619 
Ludd, Ge11e1~dl, Groups 
Early evenings 
Doston/MelroWest MA 
Dick McLeester 413/772.6569 
General Resource~ 
Greater New England /W,M/\ 
Karen Surman Pah!y 508/887,5090 
Survivor~ of sexual abuse/ 
Multiple Perscmality Disorder 
8 · 9 p.m. EST U.S.A. 
Father Joseph Sedley 508/84:1.8821 
P-dstoral dreamwork/ 12 Skp/ 
Spiritual & Eme>tional Growlh 
9a.m. -S p.m. 
State of Massachusetts 

MtCHlGAN 
Judy White-O'Brien 616/3..<;.,. 76ll7 
Hnll,lic Therapies& Dream Gn,up~ 
Michigan 
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MINNESOTA 
Jaye C. Beldo 612/827.6835 
Dre-.im Democracy/ [nlegrallve 
Dream Narration-- Evenings 
Upper Midwest 
Mary Platen 507/663.1269 
General Resources & Groups 
State of Minnesola 

MISSOURI 
Dean McClanahan 417/4'.11.4508 
General, Jung, UFO 
Springfield/S tale of Missouri 
Rosemary Watts 314/432.7909 
General resources, Creative! 
St. Louis & Slate of MO 
MONTANA 
Anita Doyle/ 406/542.1475 
Workshops/ongoing groups 
Montana 

NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Charlotte Be ll 603/529.7779 
Gen. Preparation for Dealh 
5 - 11 p.m. New Hampshire 

NEW JERSEY 
Valerie Melusky 609/921.3572 
General Info & Groups 
l'A/NY/NJ 

NEW YORK 
Allen Flagg 212/532-8042 
Kilton Stewart•~ Senol 
Dream Education 
New York City & 'lrl Slate Area 
Jennifer Borcher.i 212/683.5677 
Recovery from childhood abuse, 
healing male/female relations 
Evenings & weekends 

1 NY /NJ/CN, esp, Five Boroughs 
Harold Ellis 516/796,9455 
Gen.Resources, Dream drama 
NY/NJ 
Leon VanLeeuwen 212/888.0552 
General Resources, groups 
NY, NY 

NORTH CAROLINA 
Al Phillips 704/553.9508 
General Info & Resources 
NO & SO Carolina 

OfilQ 
Noreen Wessling 513/83'1,7045 
General Info & Groups 
Ohio 
Margaret Honton 614/885.0823 
Gen<.>ral Resources & Groups 
Ohio State 

Micki Seltzer 614/267.1341 
General Resources & Groups 
Evenings Ohio State 

OREGON 
Ingrid M, Luke 503/867,6899 
General Info & Resources Pacific 
Nor thwest/ OREGON 
l'atrida Keelin 503/241,0477 
Lucid/D reamLlght 
Pacific Northwest/ Portland 
E. W. Kellogg Ill 503/535-7187 
Lucid dreaming 
E-mail: Lucidl@msn.com 
State of Oregon 
Fred Olsen 415/33-DREAM 
Dream ReEntry/Healing 
Oregon 
Graywo lf Swinney 503/476.0492 
Dreams & Consciousness 
International/NW States 

PENNSYLVANIA/OHIO 
Mena Potts, Ph.D. 614/264.4444 
Experiential Dream Groups & 
Parapsychical dl'eams 
7 p.m. · 9 p.m. 
Cenlral PA/N.E. Ohio 

~ 
John Ashbaugh 806/655,9738 
General Tnfo & Resources 
Texas 

lITAli 
Ruth Hoppe 801/583.1405 
General Resources & Groups 
Early eves No. UT /WY /ID 
Roberta Ossana 801/461.9003 
General Resources & Groups 
Pour Corner 

WASHINGTON 
Bob Coalson 206/582,1467 
Nightmares, Senol, Sandplay 
Pacific Northwest 
Judith Picone 206/745.3545 
General Resourc~ & Groups 
N.W. ID/MN/WA 
Lee Piper 206/659.0459 
Gener.ii Resources/Na tive 
Pacific NW/ID/MN 
David Sparenberg 206/323.2115 
Shamanic, General Info 
Pacific NW/ BC Canada/ ID 

WASHINGTON D,C, 
Rita Dwyer 703/281.3639 
General Resources, Group~ 
Metropolitan D.C. area 



BACK ISSUES of / )ft',1111 i\clwurA 

$5.95 each; Quantities limited. 
Allow 6- 8 weeks for delivery or 

send $1.50 per iss ue for first class P&H. 
(All Volumes not listed in sequential order are 

Sold Out. Write for re rinfinformation . 

Vot.6 No.3 - The Spirit of th e Dream > The Sacred 
Dream Place > Latin American Liberation Dreams 

Vol.7 No.1 - Dreams as initiation s > Dream Wri!ing 
> Shared Dreaming> Safe Sex & the Erotic Dream 

Vol.9 No.1 ~ Making Dreams Real > Shapes of the 
Future > Three Persp ectives on Dream Groups 

Vol. 9 No. 4 - Dream s as Gateway s to the Other Side : 
Exploring dreams in which those who have died appear 
> Interview with Arnold Mindell > Turning Crisis into 
Oppo rtuni ty > It's Never Too Late! 

Vol. 10 No.1 ~ Healing th e Child Within > Nightmare 
Help for Children > Doing Dreamwork with Child ren > 
Bringing Drea ms Back to Chris tianity > A Family Honors 
Dreams> The Resurrection and the Life 

Vol. 11 No. 1 - Men's Dreams 
Vol. 11 No. 2 ~ Women's Dreams: 
Vol. 11 No. 3 - Relationships: Mature Relatilinships : 

Symbol!c, Cognitive & Cultu ral Reflections on a Dream 
Vol. 11 No. 4 - An d rogy ny: Th e Unfon of Opposites 

Warrior > Star Wa rs > Cmp Circle Mysteries 

Vol. 12 No. 2 - Creatures: Birds, Insects, Fish in 
Dreams > Heron Sunrise > The Adventure of Starling 
Your Own Dream Group > My Lord Who Hums 

Vol. 12 No. 3 ~ Flora, Stones & Crystals in Dreams > 
Invitation : A Dream Tree Odyssey > The Dream Poet & 
Creati ve Writing > The Thing with Leaves > You Mee! 
the Nicest People in Your Dreams 

Vol. 12 No. 4 ~ Water, Earth, Air & Fire in Dreams > 
Intervie ws with Russe ll Lockhart & Brant Secunda > 
Jeweled Medicine Wheel > Probing the Depths 

Vol. 13 No. 1 - Cross CuJtural Perspectives > Senoi 
Dream Theories > Guide to Chi ldren 's Dreams >Chaos! 

VoL 13 No . 2 - More Cross Cultura l Perspectives 
> Australian Aboriginal Dreamtlme > Learning Herbal 

Healing in Dreams/Kwa-Zulu lnyanga >More Chaos! 
Vol. 13 No. 3 ~ Nat ive Ame rican Views > I Srnd a Cry 

> Coming Full Circle > Four Lions, the Healer 
Vol. 13 No. 4 ~ Dumut:i's Dream > The Phenom eno n of 

Extraterre strial Dreams > Sharing Chi ldren's Dreams 
Vol. 14 Nos. 1&2 ~ Dreaming Huma11ity's Path 
Dreams about Protecting th e Childr en > Dream 

Cyclops: Exploring the Archetypes in Children's Dreams 
> Warning Dreams > Apocalypse as a Rite of Passage 

Vol. 14 No . 3 - Dreaming Humanity 's Path: Visions of 
Guidance > Signs & Wonders in the Sky > Wdlking with 
my Shadow > Psychic Dream? Be Careful Who You Tell! 

Vol. 14 No . 4 - Dreaming Humanil;1J's Path: Beyond 
the Veil - Whispers ancJ Murmurs: Perspectives on 
Dreaming Humanity' s Path > Dreams as Exceptional 
Human Experience > The Release of Transfnrmative 
Energy into Collective Consciousness 

EDITORIAL POLICY 

We encourage readers to submit articles focused on 
dreams and mythology- preferably with complementary 
graphics or photos - which will be empowering for our 

readers. We accept a rticles ranging from experi ential to 
scholarly accoun ts and as k you to share techniques and 
insights from experiences with effective, creative dream 

work in our Dream Education/ 
Art of Dreamsharing Section . 

We invit e your Questions and accounts of persona l 
experience involving dreams, from workable methods, 
transformative experience ... to informal sharing, syn
chronicit y, or insight gained in groups and therapy. 
Your Ques tions, Explorations and Opinions are wel-

come for our Responses/Letters to the Editor co lumn . 
We encourage you to list dream groups forming or 

needing new members, dream re lated research requests 
and to notify us of quality dream related events, services 
or books which would be of interest to the readership ... 

for our Classified sectio n. 
Related sidebars and quotes are always needed. 

lypewril len double-spa ced manus crip ts are essentia l, 
approximately 2000 words. (We prefer both hard copy and 

computer disk submissions.) Reproducible black and 
white origina l art work & photos are welcome; photocop
ies are acceptable . Please include SASE with submission 

and/or request for guidelines. 
Dream Ne twork fo11rnal reserves U1e right 

to ed it a!! material submitted for publication . 

r---------------, 
1 Celebrate Every Day 

1 

I ;s!JalPJff<e 1f@W11f }J))1f~<PJ[Jf)[J~ I 

: With a Unique & Growing J.; 
I Dream Community 
I DN VJS/12 1996 

I i,r, ¥1' §oofb>~rcrillPre N,arwi Iii' ~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

1-800-861-3732 Subs only, please! 
or~m the Web: http://www.hmptcom/dream.html 

VISA/ MC/ AmEx Accepted 

Subscript ion & Gift Rates ~ 

$22 for new Subscribers or for a Gift 
$18 for each additional Year or Gift 

Canada/Mexico, Add $8/Foreign, Add $16 
for First. Class Postage. (U.S. Funds, please.) 

!NAME. ____________ _ 

:ADDRESS ___________ _ 

ICITY /ST /Z IP 
I (Please use -.d-d-itl-on_a_l _sh-cc_\_fo_r_m_u_ll_lp-lc_&._G_l_ft_s_u_bs-,-rlp_tl_u_ns_},-

(1:ks lo Dream Network, PO Box 1026, Moab, UT 8453~ 
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NetWorl<.s 1' ~ 1" Dream Groups 

New Group Forming 
for Experienced DreamWorkers 

Psychotherapists, Junglans, Etc. 
Self led. No fee. Berkeley, CA 

Contact Mary Hugh Embry 510.548-0915 

Heartsprlngs Dream Group 
Sundays, 4pm. No fee. 

Ph: 615.792.1272, Nashville, TN 
In this group, the dreamer and other 

group members work together in a way 
that promotes self-discovery via 

understanding the special language 
and imagery of their dreams. 

Manhattan & Westchester. Call 
914.674.1213 Eliz.abeth Howell, Ph.D. 

Exploring inner worlds through lucid 
dreaming? Weekly study group. No 

fee. Johannes Vloothuis, 25 East 21st 
St., Hamilton, Ontario Canada L8V 

2T3 Phone: 416.383.5743 

The Travelers 
Group Dream and 008 work 

Meetings Bl monthly 
Contact Tony Golembiewski 

Ph: 540.949.6901 
259 Eliz.abeth Ave. 

Waynesboro, VA 23980 

New discussion group starting for 
committed lucid dreamers to share 

experience. No fee. Philadelphia PA 
Ph: 215.879.6040 

Dream workshop of the Theosophical 
Society In Miami & So. Florida. 

To encourage the study & interpre
tation of dreams for psychological & 

esoteric purposes. No fee. Facilitators: 
Sy Ginsburg & Angie Hall. Meets 
Wed./12 Noon@ Theosophical 
Society, 831 S. Federal Hiway. 

Deerfield Beach, FL 33441 
Ph: 305.420.0908 

New dream group in New York, NY I 
No fee. Contact Jennifer Borchers 

at 212.683.5667 

Dreamaharln g on Internet! 1 

From International dreamsharlng to I 
scientific articles to support and 
discussion groups , If it Is about I 

dreams, It's on-line . For info, send 
email address to RCWilk@aol.com 

"Working With Dreams" 
Weekly Ullman-style Dream Study 

Tuesdays 7:30 • 9:30 Contact David 
Pitkin Ph: 518.885.5125 

Ballston Spa, NY 

Ongoing Dream Group 
Meeting with Network of people In the 

State of Alaska. 
Contact Susan Fredricks 

Ph: 907.983.2324 

STANLEY KAIPPNEA & INGRID 
KEPLER MAY. Drawing from dream 

Interpretation & other systems. Wed. & 
Thurs.: 7:30-9pm. Berkeley, CA. 

Ph :510 .526.2900 
CYNTHIA KOHLES. M.S.W. 

Dream Group. Thursday evenings. 
No fee. Santa Rosa, CA. 

Ph: 707.526.2500 
Bay Area LUCID Dream Group 

For committed lucld dreamers of all 
levels of accomplishment and experi
ence. Monthly meetings on Sunday 
P.M. No fee. Berkeley, CA location. 

Contact Ruth Sacksteder 
Ph: 510.549.2162 

Pacific Northwest Center for Dream 
Studies. For 16 years offering Jungian 

oriented, ongoing dreamgroups, 
individual dreamwork, seminars & 

training. Contact Dir. Kenneth Kimmel 
@206.447.1895. Seattle, WA 

Maplestone Dream Group 
Meets every Monday night. No fee. 

Phone Suz.anne Nacion at 519.371.6060 
Owen Sound, Ontario Canada 

PEGGY SPECHT Dream group meets 
every Wed. 7:30pm In No. Toronto 

Canada No charge to attend 
Ph:416.251.5164 

Wichita, KS Dream Group 
Contact: STEVE CARTER 
550 West Central #1404 

Windsor at Barclay Square. Fridays 
No fee. Phone: 316,263.8896 

I have created a model for dreamwork 
supporting 12-etep programs. If 

Interested in hosting a meeting in your 
area. Contact WAYNE McEWING 

2 Melrose St. 4th Fl. 
Boston, MA 02116 Ph: 617.482.2051 
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Lucid Dream Group focusing on mutual 
support, Inspiration. experimentation 

and exploration. Meets every 3rd Thurs. 
7-9pm. Portland, OR. No fee 

Contact Keelln@503.241.0477 

NEW ENGLAND CONTACT 
Greater Boston/ Cambridge area. 

Write or Phone Dick Mcleester 
@ New Dreamtime, 

PO Box 92 Greenfield, MA 01302 
Ph: 413.772.6569 

EDITH GILMORE 
Egalitarian dream study & Interpretation 

group meets monthly in my home. 
No fee. 112 Minot Rd., 
Concord, MA 01742 

Ph: 508,371.1619 

Creativity Dream Workshop 
Contact SHER RY HEALY 

8101 Main Street, 
Ellicott City, MD 21043 No Fee 

Ph:410.750.1211 or800.235.8097 

Dreamsharlng Grassroots Network 
Excellent contact information for new 

explorers. Serving Matro 
NY/No. NJ/Lower CN areas. 

For information write: PO Box 8032 
Hicksville, NY 11802-8032 

or Ph. 516.796.9455 

MICHAEL KATZ 
Lucid Dreaming and beyond. 

Transpersonal approaches for creative 
dreams and waking. 

Individuals and groups. 
Manhatten, NY Ph: 212.260,8371 

EDGAR CAYCE Dream Workshop, 
Meets every Monday night from 

7•9pm. Please contact Leon B. Van 
Leeuwen at 212.888.0552 NY 

Pines Dream Sharers 
Enjoy the warmth and support of 

like-minded seekers. All welcome! 
Meets monthly In Cincinnati area 

Contact Noreen Wessling 
5429 Overlook Drive, MIiford, OH 

45150 Ph: 513.831,7045 

Columbus, OH Dream Appreciation 
group. Peer-led. Meets Wednesdays 

midday, OSU campus area. 
Contact MARGARET HONTON 

Ph: 614.885.0823 



We share dreams, learn symbolism & 
Interpretation and techniques for 

remembering. Theosop hical Society , 
Deerfield Beach, Fl. 305.420.0908 

Wed. 12 Noon/weekly (ongoing) 
Facilitators: Sy Ginsburg & others 

CREATIVE DREAM 
GROUPS & WORKSHOPS 

Utilizing Jungian, expressive and 
integrative dreamwork methods. 

Contact Marlene King, M.A.,2630 S.E. 
Schiller St., Portland, OR 97202 

Ph: 503.234·.6885 

DR. ANN RICHARDS 
Weekly Dream Class In Portland 

& ongoing dream bulletin: 
"Dreams, Jung AND Art" 

SASE to to 1717 SW Park 
Portland, OR 97201 

Ph: 503.222.0533 

Dreamers Still Dreaming 
Format: Open-ended concept 

presentation & interpretation. Bimonthly 
meeting near downtown Portland, OR. 

No fee, no leader. Contact: 
Kate Hammond , Ph: 503.241.0950 

DREAM STREAMS - Meets 1 sl Tues. 
of the month from 7 - 9p.m. 

@Discovery Bookshop, 
808 W. Second SI., Lansdale, PA 

19446 Ph: 215.822.5951 
Contact : Linda Rosenthal 

Bucks/Montco area 

METRO Q.C. COMMUNITY, 
Open To All who share an Interest in 
dreams. 1st Sat. each month, 1-5pm 

Patrick Henry libra ry 101 Maple Ave. E 
Vienna, VA. Info: contact Rita Dwyer Ph: 

703.281 .3639 No fee 

Explore Your Dreams 
Dream Group meets every other 
Tuesday 10am - Noon. No fee 

Contact Judi th Picone, 
Edmonds, WA 206.745.3545 

• •1ttnr ~ 
Call/or Your Big Dreams .... 

Let's continu e Dreaming Humanitlj's Path s and create, here .... 
" .... a cultural repo s itory for bi g d rea ms. 

Some thin g w ill come of thi s." Russell Lockhart, p. 23, this issue . 
Dre am s which yo u' ve had w hich need to be share d 

w ith the la1·ger hum an com munit y . 
Submit to Dream N etwork, PO Box 1026, Moab , UT 84532 

Dream ~ etwork i§. OnLirig Our Websit e Addres s is: 

http: // www . hmtp.corn/new /dream/dream.html 
Our World Wide Web Page has sam ple art icles, inform ation on back issue 

content, writer's guid elines, adve rtising informa tion and soon, our 
complete arti cle index from 19821 From th is site, you can email, dow nload, 
subscribe, orde r back issues and The Art of Dreamsharing and Developing 
Dream Groups! From th e ord ering section, you can make comments, ask 

questions .... via email. Be in touch! 

· • · ~ .... in ~"..-•· ~ 1~,..,,~,1; 
Afffltllld DNam Flelated Org~nliatlons 

ASCLEPIADS,A.H.O.A. 
The oldest dream counseling group in the wor ld!" 

PO Box 95, Calumet City, IL 60409 
Ph: 708.862.1196 

ASSOCIATION for the STUDY OF DREAMS 
For Membersh ip information 

ASD PO Box 1600 Vienna, VA 22183 
Ph: 703.242.8888 

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF DREAMS 
For Membership & Information: 

ORIENTE 172 No. 243 
COL. Moctezuma Mexico 9 D.F . 15500 MEXICO 

LUCIDITY ASSOCIATION 
8703 109TH ST Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2L5 CANADA 

LUCIDITY INSTITUTE 
Box 2364 Stanford, CA 9 4309 

MONTREAL CENTER for the STUDY OF DREAMS 
For Membership & Newsletter Info : 

PO Box 69 Outremonst, QC CANADA 
ONIROS 

French Associatio n for the Study of Dreams 
Publishes a Quarterly Journal 

BP 30, 93451 lie St. Denis decex, FRANCE Phone : 48.20.21 .36 

AD V ERTISING in the Dream N e twork - -- - - - - - - --
DISPLAY ADS: W. Mitchell Darnell, 12201 131st Place NE, Ste. D-66, Kirkland, WA 98034 

Phone: (206) 823-4879 Email: IN%10252S.1073@compuserve.com 
CLASSIFIED ADS: All Sale Items, Croups, Events and Services requesting fees: 

$15 per fssu e, $50 per year (4 Issues); limited to 20 wor ds. $.75 per word beyond 20 word s. 

Ads arc accepted at the disci-etion uf the publisher. DNJ does nnt endorse nor take ,·esponsibility 
for lhcconfents or quality of any products or services advertised herein, 

We encourage reader.feedback and will discontinue ads.for which we receive complaints. 
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j,loolffi 
tor Sale. 

Carol Weidberg, A.C.S.W. 
Psychoanalyst, Intuitive; 

25 years experience as a healer. 
Offers spiritual psychotherapy. 

Individual sessions for Inner 
explorat ion and dreamwork 

(Jungian orientation). 
Also. ongoing dream groups. 

All appointments In 
New York City - Upper Eastelde. 
Most fees. insurance reimbursable. 

Phone 212.734.5876 

Relax into your dreams while 
listening to Spirit !Flute 

by brother dreamer Daniel Bey. 
At a store near you or send $12 to 

Eagle Vision, Dept, ON 
PO Box 54, Centerville. TN 37033 

info (615) 729-3388 

Carlos Castane 
is now pubflshing a monthly journal 

o n in 

Q Santa Monica 8 
L()I Angeles, Call 

(UQ) 2.6,f.6126 Fax: 
A 011e-yev subs 

(Ca lifornia resi 

I 

Janice Baylis, Ph.D . is seeking 
dreams about or featuring celebrities. 

These could be entertainers, politicians, 
sports figures, scientists, etc. If you 

have access to dreams which 
celebrities have had, these are also 

needed. Occasionally, these turn up in 
the news. Write to: 1180 Oakmont Rd. 

#51-J, Seal Beach. CA 90740 

The DREAM PROJECT 

Call for Entries 
The call is for visual art, in any medium. 
which is directly Inspired by a dream. 

Goals: 1) A book, titled 
•"Artist's Dreams/Dreamer's Art" 

2) An exhibition of the work 
to be held in a Santa Fe. NM gallery. 

Deadline, May 1st 1996 
Mail entries to: 

Lena Bartula ¾ The Dream Project 
PO Box 8311, Santa Fe, NM 87504 

For more Information, call Lena Bartula 
@ 505/466-4666 

Or. Ann Richards is researching for an 
article on DESIGNS and FORMATS of 
DREAM CLASSES. Teachers/Leaders 
of dream classes/groups, please send 

your experiences and suggestions 
about facilitating dream groups. 

You will be credited in follow up article 
to be provided to DREAM NETWORK. 

SASE to 1717 SW Park Ave. #815 
Portland, OR 97201 

Anthony Sykes would like to 
correspond with anyone who has had 

dreams, visions or psychic impressions 
about anything relating to HIV and 
AIDS. Information will be greatly 

appreciated. Send to: 156-20 Riverside 
Dr. W. #9C, New York, NY 10032 

Ph: 212.928.3343 

Carol Schreier Rupprecht seeks 
information and experiences 

involving dreaming and the legal 
system, for example dreams used in 
trials, for a project with an attorney , 

of dreams as proofs. 
Please write : 37397 Riverside Drive, 

Pleasant HIii, OR 97455 

Anyone doing conscious explorations of 
the dreamscape and/or hypnagogic 

states related to the Tibetan method of 
lucld dreaming, please respond.Write I 
to Jan Janzen, Box 437, Toflno, B.C., 

Canada V0R 220 
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Marc Barasch, author of The Healing 
Path and co-author o1 Remarkable 
Recovery is researching a book on 
"Healing Dream." Individuals or 
clinicians who are willing to share 

dream experiences which seemingly 
catalyzed a heating (psychospiritual or 

even physiological) are invited to 
submit. Marc is also looking for dream 

experiences with demonstrably 
parapsychological content. My interest 

is in how 'numinous' dreams are 
integrated into ordinary waking life as 
spurs to change, growth and action. 

Write. email or Fax to: 
865 37th St., Boulder, CO 80303. 

email: marcbarl@aol.com 
Fax (303) 440-5054. 

Walt Stover is now writing a book to 
be published by A.R.E. press on 

precognitive dreams, dreams that 
have later become manifest. Subject 
matter of all types will be considered; 
dreams need not be of the "mountain 
top" variety. Indicate If you are willing 
to have your dreams published; your 

confidentiality will be honored. 
Please send your precognitive dreams 
(preferably typed) to 4124 Fawn Court, 
Marietta, GA 30068 Ph: 404.565.6215 

Marlene King, M.A. is collecting 
dreams and visionary accounts from 

people who are diagnosed as 
terminally Ill, partlcularly from those 
In the latter stages of their Illness. 
Also seek! ng dreams of people who 

have recorded/told a dream just prior to 
their death. sudden or otherwise. 
Please include any additional Info 

illuminating the dream context, Confi-
dentiality is assured. Please send to 

2630 SE Schiller St. 
Portland, OR 97202 

Barbara Shor Is researching a book on 
angels and dreaming. She's looking 
for dreams or visions of any length 
about angels, or with mysterious 

presences that may have been angels. 
Please send dreams. as well as any 

unusual waking experiences related to 
the dreams. Anonymity is guaranteed. 
%: 400 Central Park West, NY, NY 10025. 
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